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INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS UNDER AN ADDITIONAL PROTOCOL

J. Cooley
International Atomic Energy Agency

Vienna, Austria

The central components of the strengthened safeguards system are
(1) increased Agency access to, and evaluation of, information about a State's nuclear
and nuclear-related activities and (2) increased physical access to relevant locations in
the State for verification of the exclusively peaceful intent of a State's nuclear
programme. Strengthening measures implemented under the existing legal authority
of the Agency have contributed to increased information and physical access.
However, it is the information and access provided under an Additional Protocol that
will give the Agency with the tools necessary to draw conclusions about the
correctness and completeness of States' declarations.

The information available to the Agency under a comprehensive safeguards
agreement with an Additional Protocol is intended to provide for as complete a picture
as practicable of a State's current or planned nuclear programme. Information
available to the Agency to support the safeguards evaluation and review of States'
nuclear programmes include: (1) information submitted by a State pursuant to its
reporting obligations and voluntary reports, (2) information generated by its own
nuclear material verification activities at facilities and its activities under an
Additional Protocol, and (3) information obtained from a wide range of open sources.

The vehicle whereby a State party to an Additional Protocol will provide
increased information on its nuclear activities is the declaration prescribed in Article 2
of the Model Additional Protocol. Specific information to be provided includes
(1) information about all aspects of a State's nuclear fuel cycle from uranium mines to
nuclear waste and any other location where nuclear material intended for non-nuclear
use is present, (2) information on all buildings on a nuclear site, (3) information about
fuel cycle-related research and development, and (4) information on the manufacture
and export of sensitive nuclear-related technologies. Most of the information called
for in Article 2 is new for IAEA safeguards: new both to States in preparing the
information and to the Agency in using the information. Guidelines and a standard
format have been prepared, in hard copy and electronic form, for use by States with
Additional Protocols in preparing and submitting their Article 2 declarations.

This presentation will describe in general the types of information being
collected and evaluated by the Agency for safeguards purposes, the specific reporting
requirements of States which have concluded an Additional Protocol, and the support
available to States for preparing their Additional Protocol declarations.
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INFORMATION EVALUATION AND REVIEW PROCESS

Anita Nilsson
International Atomic Energy Agency

Vienna, Austria

Information remains a cornerstone in safeguards. The efforts to strengthen
international safeguards build on a) States contributing more information to IAEA and
b) increased access rights for the IAEA in the States. Through an iterative process of
information analysis and verification activities in States, the IAEA may achieve
increased confidence on the correctness and completeness of States declarations.

Information analysis is a key element in this process, through which
information submitted by the State, obtained during and as a result of verification
activities in States and obtained from open sources will be evaluated and reviewed.

The Agency has a process of information analysis in place since early 1997.
Through this process, the first basic evaluation of all relevant information for a State
is being performed for an increasing number of States with Safeguards Agreements.
The first evaluation will provide a basis for evaluation of information submitted
according to the Additional Protocol, Article 2. The effectiveness of the process will
increase significantly for States with the Additional Protocol in force.

The process of information evaluation involves all Divisions of the
Department of Safeguards. The responsibility to maintain a "Safeguards State File"
and to evaluate all safeguards relevant information for a State rests with Divisions of
Operations, while the responsibility to collect, retrieve and make the information
available to the Divisions of Operations rests with the Division of Information
Technology and the methodological development with the Division of Concepts and
Planning. These support divisions also contribute with expertise to the actual
evaluations made. The Information Review Committee reviews results of evaluations
made on the Divisional level, and provide recommendations on follow-up activities to
the DDG-SG. The terms of reference of the Information Review Committee have
recently been revised, and the membership broadened.

The presentation will elaborate further details on the evaluation and review
process, the role of the Information Review Committee, results obtained, anticipated
developments, as well as how information evaluation and review will contribute to the
integration of safeguards.
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EXPERIENCE WITH THE REVIEW OF THE DECLARATIONS UNDER THE
ADDITIONAL PROTOCOL

0. Heinonen
International Atomic Energy Agency

Vienna, Austria

By the end of December 1999 and Additional Protocol was in force in eight States (Australia,
Holy See, Indonesia, Japan, Jordan, Monaco, New Zealand, Uzbekistan). In addition, measures
foreseen under the Model Additional Protocol were implemented in Taiwan, China. The review of
the information provided, pursuant to Article 2 of the Additional Protocol, is in the Divisions of
Operations in Evaluation Teams where the Country Officers have the main burden. The analysis
of information includes evaluation of the internal consistency of the declarations and point by
point comparison of all information available to the Agency through the States' declarations,
safeguards inspection results and other Agency and Open Source information. A vital part of the
evaluation and verification process is classifications provided by the States and complementary
access conducted by the Agency. The overall evaluation is compiled in the State Evaluation
reports which are an important contribution to the Safeguards Statement of the annual Safeguards
Implementation Report.

An Implementation Trial with Japan, with the goal of providing experience to the IAEA State
authorities and operators in implementation of measures foreseen under the Model Additional
Protocol, was conducted from March 1998 through December 1999. The trial included
preparation, submission and evaluation of declarations and several complementary access trials at
two large nuclear R&D sites.
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DATABASES AND SOFTWARE TOOLS

MrG. Albert
International Atomic Energy Agency

Vienna, Austria

Information has always been an essential component of international verification, and the
Department of Safeguards has long based its operation on advanced information systems.
However, verification in the Strengthened Safeguards System covers a much broader range of
activities than previously, and this increase in the scope of safeguards requires increased reliance
on accessing and using a considerably wider information base.

This information consists not only of State-declared information, that is design
information, nuclear material accounting reports and declarations under the Additional Protocol,
but also of information acquired during verification activities, such as inspection information,
remote monitoring information, and environmental sampling results. Further, a number of other
sources are now called upon to complement the knowledge of State activities. In addition to
information available to the Agency as a result of its other activities, open source information, e.g.
from the media, scientific and technical literature, and satellite imagery, is to be used extensively.
The numbers of information systems to receive, process, and access that information has
increased accordingly.

Further, in the Integrated Safeguards System, the information base has to be correlated,
corroborated and thoroughly analysed in order to verify the correctness and completeness of State
declarations. This will eventually allow to evaluate the compliance of countries with respect to
their non-proliferation undertakings and to derive safeguards conclusions. Not only do
sophisticated analysis procedures have to be applied to correlate and integrate that information
into a coherent picture and derive all relevant conclusions, but in addition the complexity of the
task and the overwhelming abundance and diversity of available information require the most
advanced tools and systems to support those activities. Such capabilities as advanced text
retrieval, data warehousing and mining, visualisation and analysis of different types of
information, and integration into analysis-support systems are essential. As the information base
expands, the need for integration systems increases exponentially.



Databases and information systems in the Department of Safeguards cover the following
main areas:

State-declared information:
These systems are designed to receive and process the information submitted by Member States
pursuant to their Safeguards Agreements:

• Authority and Design Information System containing reference information
• Nuclear Material Accounting Data Systems
• Protocol Data and Information System

In a separate area, the Illicit Trafficking Database supports the programme between Member
States and the Agency to exchange and share information on trafficking incidents.

Verification and inspection data:
A number of systems support the preparation and performance of inspections, among which:

• Inspection Data Package Tracking System,
• In-field support systems, including in particular the Inspection Logsheet System and

the Common Inspection Onsite Package (CIOSP)
• Seals Information System
• Computerised Inspection Report system
• Environmental Sampling Database

Administration and Management information:
Numerous systems are used to support the operation of the Department, including for instance the
Equipment Management Information System (EMIS), the Safeguards Research and Development
DataBase (SGRD), the Support Programmes Information and Communication System (SPRICS),
etc.

Access to other information used in the verification process:
This includes not only accessing all relevant databases maintained by the IAEA for activities
outside safeguards, but also a wealth of public sources. The open source information that is
compared with State reports must be obtained from a diverse, balanced and reliable set of sources.
The Agency currently follows on a regular basis several hundred different open sources, and
works to diversify further geographic origins and publication languages. Search strategies must
ensure effective and comprehensive identification of all relevant information. The information
thus collected is fed into the Safeguards open source information system that gathers to date in the
order of one million documents. The system is supported by web-based software (Search 97
Information Server), which provides advanced search and retrieval functions for internal
documents as well as external web sites and databases.



Integration tools:
Information systems has been used for many years to support the analysis of safeguards
implementation results and the preparation of the Safeguards Implementation Report (SIR), such
as the Safeguards Effectiveness Evaluation System (SEES) and the Safeguards Implementation
Report System (SIRRES). New tools are being developed or implemented to allow further
analysis as necessary in the Integrated Safeguards System, including for instance:

• A Data Warehouse to increase the capability to access and mine information out of
nuclear material accounting data,

• A web-based system for the integration and comprehensive analysis of all state-
declared information

• Pathfinder, an analysis tool for textual information.

The range of tools developed by the Agency also extends to software for Member States'
use: as an example the Protocol Reporter was developed to allow national authorities to prepare
their submissions under the Additional Protocol and ensure a seamless transmission to the
Agency's Protocol Data and Information System.

Security is an integral function of all systems to ensure the optimal protection of
Safeguards information. The Department of Safeguards has established a comprehensive security
policy involving technical, physical, and organisational measures. It is deploying state of the art
technical security mechanisms to protect information, such as the use of several layers of firewall
computers, strict control of access to all data, encryption and storage of the most sensitive data on
a highly secure specific network. Physical access to information and computers is also strictly
controlled, and a consistent set of collective and individual organisational measures has been
adopted.

The increased number and variety of the information systems used by the Agency reflects
the diversity and volume of the information that is now to be used in safeguards activities. These
systems must however allow overcoming this complexity and must mesh together towards the
objectives of the Integrated Safeguards System.
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IMPLEMENTATION OF A WEB BASED SYSTEM FOR ANALYSIS OF DATA
REPORTED PURSUANT TO INFCIRC-153-TYPE AGREEMENTS

J. Smith
International Atomic Energy Agency

Vienna, Austria

In the Department of Safeguards, an information system ("Data Warehouse") is being
implemented to support analysis of data reported pursuant to INCIRC/153-type agreements.
The detailed transactions reported by Member States covering the Physical Inventory Listings
(PILs) and Inventory Changes (ICRs) are maintained as the lowest level in the relational data
base repository. From this base data, aggregated information is calculated which includes
batch totals, inventory changes and inventories of nuclear material. All changes made to the
low level data are reflected by an automated agent to the aggregated-levels. The detail and
aggregated data levels share common keys, which are used to query the information and allow
navigation through the levels.

A multi-tier architecture is used to implement the system. The components of the architecture
are the physical data repository, the metadata repository, the information server and the
presentation layer. The metadata repository contains the description of detail and aggregated
data levels, report and query definitions and presentation layer objects. The information server
acts as a bridge between the presentation layer and the data repository. The information server
takes user requests defined in business terms as input and generates optimized SQL-
statements and submits them as tasks to the data repository by using the metadata. The results
of the tasks are collected by the information server and translated into the business objects,
which are displayed to the user.

The presentation layer is the user interface to the system. The main interface for providing
standard reports will be via a WEB browser. In addition, Excel, OLAP (On-Line Analytical
Processing) software and Safeguards specific applications can be interfaced with the data
warehouse. In particular, data visualization tools, such as the Fuel Cycle Diagram system that
allows a complete fuel cycle to be visualized and analyzed will be made available. The use of
such tools has been restricted due to the lack of a database that contains up to date inventories,
transfers and detailed reporting data.

The developed data warehouse will be easily interfaced and integrated with other Safeguards
information systems and has an important role in State analysis and integrated Safeguards.
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IMPLEMENTATION OF THE COMMON INSPECTION ONSITE SOFTWARE
PACKAGE (CIOSP)

D. Novatchev, G. Hood, P. Titov, B. Siradjov, X. Wang, loan Vlad
International Atomic Energy Agency

Vienna, Austria

At present a large number of software applications targeting individual facilities have been
developed to support Nuclear Material Safeguards implementation. Inspectors have to deal with
many disparate software packages that integrate poorly, which impacts inspectors' efficiency. This
has resulted in a few facilities with good software automation and many without. With the additional
demands that Strengthened Safeguards introduces there is an increasing need for timely and
comprehensive software support for the inspection activities.

The Common Onsite Inspection Software Package is being developed in the Department of
Safeguards to address the limitations of the existing software and to expand its coverage of the
inspection process. CIOSP is "common" in that it is aimed at providing support for as many facilities
as possible with the minimum re-configuration. At the same time it has to cater for varying needs of
individual facilities, different instrumentation and verification methods used. A component-based
approach was taken to successfully tackle the challenges that the development of this software
presented.

CIOSP consists of the following major components. A framework into which individual plug-
ins" supporting various inspection activities can integrate at run-time. A central data store containing
all facility configuration data and all data collected during inspections. A local data store, which
resides on the inspector's computer, where the current inspection's data is stored. A set of services
used by all plug-ins (i.e. data transformation, authentication, replication services etc.). This
architecture allows for incremental development and extension of the software with plug-ins that
support individual inspection activities. The core set of components along with the framework have
been created. Currently the Inventory Verification and Book Examination plug-ins are under
development in the department. The development of the Short Notice Random Inspection (SNRI)
plug-in has been outsourced.

The significance of this work cannot be underestimated. It will allow facilities to be supported
by a single automated tool thus streamlining and improving efficiency of inspection activities. In
addition, support for new requirements can be delivered more rapidly.
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ENVIRONMENTAL SAMPLING INFORMATION

E. Kuhn, D. Fischer
International Atomic Energy Agency

Vienna, Austria

One of the new safeguards strengthening measures implemented by the International Atomic
Energy Agency (IAEA) is environmental sampling. The IAEA has developed an Environmental
Sampling (ES) database to allow for the seamless integration of sample data from inspection
operations, multiple analytical laboratories and safeguarded facilities. The ES database serves as a
tool for analysts for cataloging sample information, analyzing data, investigating trends, monitoring
quality assurance, tracking analysis progress, and producing documents.

Environmental sampling for Safeguards is based on the premise that every nuclear process,
no matter how leak-tight, emits small amounts of process material to the environment. Analytical
techniques exist that can detect and measure the extremely low levels of nuclear material which are
indicative of the process from which they derive. In 1996, the IAEA began collecting
environmental swipe samples from enrichment plants and facilities with hot cells. As of the end of
1999, swipe samples had been taken at 81 facilities to establish baseline signatures. Sample
collection as part of routine verifications and complimentary access has started.

The ES database operates as an Oracle client/server application residing on a SUN
Workstation Server that is accessed by client personal computers. The development of a central
database has been completed with work centering on implementation of the client-side graphical
user interface using Oracle Form 2000.

The user interface allows analysts to analyze information from an individual sample series,
or investigate trends across multiple data series by country, facility-type, sample-type or any
number of other conditions. The user is able to retrieve and export measurement data for the
various analytical techniques employed by environmental sampling and analysis: Thermal
Ionization Mass Spectrometry; Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry; Scanning Electron Microscopy,
High Resolution Gamma Spectrometry and Isotope Dilution Analysis.

The database features an interactive graphical function that plots the measurement data and
permits on-screen changes to data points and plot parameters. Besides assisting in sample data
analysis, the database also aids the user in evaluating quality control data and comparing sample
measurement data to known standards and reference materials. The information in the database also
allows the user to monitor analysis progress and generate laboratory performance metrics. Lastly,



the user can produce various reports and documents such as analytical instruction letters, status
reports, data tables, and plots.

Current development efforts focus on the user-interface with an emphasis on improving
search capability and reporting applications.
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IMPACT OF USING KNOWLEDGE-BASED METHODOLOGIES FOR SEARCHING
OPEN SOURCE INFORMATION

L. Costantini
International Atomic Energy Agency

Vienna, Austria

An important activity in the Departement of Safeguards at the International Atomic Anergy
Agency (IAEA) is the use of all the information available to the Agency in the construction of a
series of files summarising what is known about nuclear and nuclear-related activities in a State.

The Agency has available a number of databases of open-source information. Some of these
contain only nuclear reports, but others comprise completely general news items. The more
general databases are typically very large, and could not be searched for relevant reports without
computer assistance. So there is a clear need for a software tool to make a "first cut" of the
general databases and identify those reports which are, or could be relevant to nuclear or nuclear-
related activities, and sort them by State. The techniques described in this presentation are
definitely able to do that.

The search tool most commonly used in the Agency is Search 97 from Verity. There are other
tools available, but they have so far generally found more specialised applications. Search 97
employs a function called Concept retrieval, a technology which enables users to search for
subjects or concepts in documents, rather than individual words or phrases. Search 97 treats
specific words and phrases as evidence for the existence of a concept. In the process of a design
of a Topic Trees, each concept can be subdivided in different sub-concepts and be weighted
because some words, phrases or other concepts are more important than others in expressing a
concept. The key-words for a search are embedded in a tree-like structure that describes the logic
of the search:

11



I Top-level subject

Key-words - top-
level subject

Second-level
subject A

Second-level
subject B

Second-level
subject C

Key-words - second-
level subject A

Key-words - second-
level subject B

I
I

Key-words - second-
level subject C

and so on to third-level subjects
A several number of Topic trees are actually availeble for searcing at the Agency. The are two
main categories of Topic tres, one dealing with the Physical Model , and the other (Geographic
Topic Trees) dealing with countries. Geographic Topic Trees incorpores the names of cities,
prominent people, and nuclear sites into the search strategy. Topic trees based on the physical
model have been created for each part of the fuel cycle and additional Topic Trees have been
created for other sections of the state file structure (e.g., illicit trafficking of nuclear materials,
research centres and laboratories). Topic Trees for non-nuclear material and equipment (based on
INFCIRC/254 parts one and two) are under development.
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The Physical Model is a description of each of the fuel-cycle processes uranium or thorium could
go through, from mining and milling to the point where it is suitable for use in a nuclear explosive
device. It identifies indicators, or possible observables, associated with each fuel cycle step,
including (for example) those associated with equipment acquisition (or manufacture),
environmental emissions, and training and technology. The indicators of the Physical Model are
also laid out with a tree-like structure, eg:

Conversion 2
(Reconversion)

Indicators of
conversion 2,
common to all

processes

Conversion of
UF6

Conversion of
plutonium nitrate

1
Indicators specific
to conversion of

I
Conversion of

UC14

Conversion of
uranium metal

Indicators specific
to conversion of
plutonium nitrate

Indicators specific
to conversion of

UCL

Indicators specific
to conversion of
uranium metal

So it appears a promising concept to use the Physical Model, and the structure of its description of
the various fuel-cycle processes, as the basis for Search 97 search trees to find open-source reports
dealing with those processes.

A number of practical difficulties arise. First, an indicator is not the same thing as a key-word.
Many of the indicators are defined in formal language, such as that found in the Nuclear Suppliers'
Group Trigger List and list of dual-use items. The media, however, tend to use much more
colloquial and imprecise language which does not always come readily to mind. In practice this
means that a single indicator can lead to the identification of several key-words. More key-words
bearing on the same indicator are invariably identified when a newly-designed search tree is tested
using real open-source information. Technical terms not often encountered in the media have been
retained in case the trees are used for searching more technically-oriented databases (eg INIS).

Second, great care is needed in dealing with the context in which key-words arise. Some
key-words or phrases are quite specific to the process under consideration, and indicate quite
unambiguously by themselves that the report in which they occur deals with that process. In other
cases, one can only be confident that the report is relevant if another key-word appears in
proximity to it. Search 97 allows the use of a number of proximity-based conditions for the
selection of reports. While they were used extensively in this task, great care had to be exercised
to ensure that they did not prevent the selection of relevant reports.

13
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USE OF SPIRE VISUALIZATION TOOL FOR STRENGTHENED SAFEGUARDS
INFORMATION EVALUATION

D.L. McQerry
Pacific Northwest National Laboratory

Washington, USA

The information revolution is upon us—and one of the most immediate indicators is information
overload. For the International Atomic Energy Agency, for example, the open source, protocol, and
other information associated with strengthened safeguards presents a daunting challenge. Even the
simplest of information retrievals, such as those associated with traditional technology, can become
overwhelming. Most of the information comes in text form, ranging from electronic mail and
Internet documents, to scientific abstracts and papers, to newspaper articles. The text is often
unformatted and written by many people, in different styles, for various purposes. The contents often
have fuzzy and incomplete messages, are interrelated but not directly, and provide a literal pile of
paper to read.

To efficiently locate relevant information, traditional text analysis approaches require the analyst to
have knowledge of the information before retrieval. Because typical information retrieval tools do not
support information analysis or evaluation functions, once the information is collected, significant
reading time still is required before deciding which documents are most relevant. Visual text analysis
is a fundamentally new approach that enables the human mind to discover content within large text
document sets with minimal required reading.

An interdisciplinary team of computer and cognitive scientists at the Pacific Northwest National
Laboratory has developed a suite of information access and visual analysis tools that help users
quickly extract and use the information they need. The suite of new technologies is represented by the
name SPIRE, or Spatial Paradigm for Information Retrieval and Exploration. SPIRE accepts large
volumes of unformatted text,
determines the dominant topics and relationships within the text, and presents them in a visual format
that is natural for the human mind. This approach allows users to rapidly discover hidden information
by reading only the pertinent documents.

14



What SPIRE Does
SPIRE is a software application that allows users to explore complex themes and relationships found
in written documents. A collection of visual and interactive tools, SPIRE graphically displays images
based on word similarities and themes in text. No prior knowledge of the information or selection of
themes or topics is required. SPIRE creates its visualizations by processing these similarities into the
key topic and themes and organizing the data into visual representations that promote

exploration and discovery. Figure 1:
ThemeView™ of 7,500 CNN Documents . ,

Two visual representations within SPIRE,
Galaxies and ThemeView™, provide natural visual metaphors that require little training to use. The
Galaxies representation uses
measures of document similarity, based on word usage, to produce a scatter plot of documents that
looks like a universe of
"docustars." Closely related documents will cluster together in a tight group, while unrelated
documents will be separated by
large spaces.

- In ThemeView™, themes within the
document-spaces appear on the computer screen as a relief map of natural terrain. The mountains in
ThemeView™ indicate dominant themes; valleys indicate weak themes. Their shapes—a broad butte
or high pinnacle—reflect how the thematic information is distributed and related across documents.
Themes close in content will be close visually. Galaxies Once the visualization tools have displayed
the content similarities and themes in the documents, users can refine their search by using several
built-in support functions including a document and cluster characterization tool, a word search tool,
a time analyzer, and an annotation tool. More tools are planned as SPIRE is further developed.

How SPIRE Can be Used for Strengthened Safeguards

Figure 2: Galaxy Representation of 567,437 Cancer S P I R E ' <*iginaUy developed for the
Literature Abstracts U m t e d S t a t e s intelligence

community, has a wide variety of
potential applications. For example, a user could employ SPIRE to discover discrepancies between
open source information and the Country Declarations, or to identify key issues in a large dataset of
current FBIS documents. Another possible application is scientific literature analysis. Combining
the automatic associative analysis performed by SPIRE with its temporal analysis capabilities. Using
these capabilities the user can identify subject-area / author / institutional associations and look at
how they change over time. Drawing from a large, unstructured document base of information, the
researcher uses SPIRE's visualization tools to automatically organize the documents into clusters
according to their content similarities and into thematic terrains according to the themes in the text.
Looking at these thematic spaces enables the human mind to understand vast interrelated dynamic
changes simply not possible to detect using traditional approaches. Results have fielded insight into
complex issues with enormous timesavings. Discovering trends, finding interrelationships among
topics, and rapidly identifying key issues are all benefits of using SPIRE.

15



The Future of SPIRE
PNNL is currently engaged in developing an NT-based suite of tools which will include many of the
visual and analytical features of SPIRE as well as elements of other PNNL-developed technologies.
SPIRE currently runs on Sun and SGI computers, but is being ported to Linux as well.

16
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MULTILINGUAL INFORMATION RETRIEVAL AND CROSSLINGUAL INTERROGATION

Chirstian Fluhr
Commissariat a l'Energie Atomique

Saclay, France

There is a growing need for multilingual information as the economy becomes more and more
global. Strategic, commercial, scientific and technical intelligence are indispensable for
companies wishing to play a major role in the new net-economy. It is also evident that e-
commerce cannot be efficient if the customers are not able to express their need in their own
language.

It is now clear that information written in English is not sufficient to give a global view of a
subject or for making the right decision. It is also not sufficient to monitor an international
domain, as is the case for the IAEA safeguards department.

I shall first examine the policy in the United States and in the European Union with respect to
multilingual information retrieval and cross-language interrogation.. I will then define
multilingual and cross-language systems in the context of information retrieval and
information filtering.

Multilingual systems are systems that can process documents in several languages, but
interrogation must be done in the document's language.

Crosslingual systems are systems that enable the user to interrogate in one language,
documents written in another language or in several languages.

The implementation of a multilingual information retrieval systems raise several problems. A
multilingual information retrieval system must not only be a system that have its
documentation, screens and error messages localized in several languages but also a system
which can index various languages. Some of these languages, like English, need little
linguistic processing to be used by unsophisticated fulltext systems. Other languages, like
French, German or Russian, require more powerful linguistic tools. Some languages cannot be
processed by simple fulltext retrieval systems even using palliatives like truncation or
proximity operators because the significant part of the words are squeezed between
uninformative parts, as in Arabic or agglutinative languages. We will give examples to
illustrate the difficulties encountered when supporting certain languages.

Several approaches can be used for crosslingual interrogation, including latent semantic
indexing(LSI), MT systems, or multilingual reformulation.

17



Latent semantic indexing is an evolution of the classical vector space model of Gerard Salton.
The term-document matrix is submitted to a singular value decomposition. The singular
values in the diagonal matrix are sorted in a decreasing order. Only the largest values are kept.
This process decreases the number of vector space dimensions to a few hundred, which
produces implicit semantic equivalences to retrieve documents. If some documents in the
database are in several languages (translated documents), the matrix reduction will produce
implicit equivalences between words in these different languages.

The second approach is based on a translation of queries or documents using a machine
translation system (MT). Thus, the problem of crosslingual interrogation is transformed into
an automatic translation followed by a monolingual interrogation. MT systems are configured
for human use and they generally give only one translation for each sentence. Hence, the
mistranslation of a single word can cause the interrogation to fail.

The last approach is based on bilingual dictionaries, and all possible translations are tried.
Some of the ambiguities are removed by using morphosyntactic analysis, the others are
resolved using the implicit semantic of the database during query-document comparison.

The effectiveness and limitations of these approaches will be discussed using examples.

Examples of multilingual information management will be presented including access to
mixed-language databases, access to mixed-language documents, multilingual dynamic
hypertext, and comparison of documents in several languages treating the same theme..

18
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THE STATE OF THE ART OF HUMAN LANGUAGE TECHNOLOGIES AND THEIR
INTEGRATION

Nancy Chinchor
Science Applications International Corporation

10260 Campus Pt. Dr. X-2
San Diego, CA 92121

USA

The objective of this presentation is to define and assess human language technologies that axe
critical to meeting intelligence gathering goals in an operational setting. Methods of leveraging
linkages between those component technologies to defeat the cascading losses of accuracy in an
integrated system will be discussed. The presentation will conclude with a description and
assessment of the last decade of US funded research programs and a discussion of three new US
government programs that will lead to advances in the next decade.

The following human language technologies will be defined: Information Retrieval, Information
Extraction, Summarization, Topic Detection and Tracking, Automated Speech Transcription, and
Machine Translation. Examples showing the input and output of these technologies will be given
to show sources and data formats. Evaluations of these technologies carried out during the 1990's
include: Text Retrieval Evaluation Conference (TREC), Message Understanding Conference
(MUC), Summarization Conference (SUMMAC), Topic Detection and Tracking (TDT), and
others.

The results and evaluation methods used will be described so that the following questions can be
answered for each of the technologies:

What is easy?

What is possible?

What are the major obstacles?

Which issues are emphasized in current work?

What are likely near-term advances?

In addition, a comprehensive list of proceedings, websites, journals, books, publishers, and
professional associations reporting on these evaluations and technologies will be provided for
seminar participants.

A review of the known attempts at defining and implementing integration architectures and data
formats will be given as well. In particular, the work under the completed TIPSTER Program
will be discussed and some operational applications including those that use multi-media. The
problem of cascading losses of accuracy will be illustrated. Methods of leveraging linkages
between technologies to defeat those losses and eventually make the integrated system as a
whole more accurate than its parts will be presented. These methods have not been adopted, but
are motivated by evaluation designs that have and are being implemented.
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Three new programs that are beginning in 2000 will be described based on the plans currently in
progress. The programs are: Translingual Information Deiection, Extraction, and Summarization
(TIDES) sponsored by the U.S. Defense Advanced Projects Agency (DARPA), Advance
Research and Development Activity in Information Technology (ARDA) sponsored by the U.S.
National Security Agency (NSA), and Advanced Content Extraction (ACE) also sponsored by
the NSA. These programs will introduce research in new technologies and in various integrations
of these technologies. Their mission statements, approaches, and resources will be discussed as
well as rhe ambitions of the research communities involved. The major change in the future
direction of work in human language processing is away from development of component
technologies solely and toward development and integration of those technologies into user-
centered systems for military and intelligence uses.

SAIC, in particular, plans to invest time in determining the utility of extracted information for
building knowledge, developing evaluation methods that are motivated mainly by user
requirementi- rather than technological next-steps, and designing and implementing user-centered
systems that integrate technologies in syncrgistic ways. We plan to continue fulfilling TIDES and
ACE evaluation planning needs, but we will also have key personnel spending significant time at
user sites to discover new evaluation and integration methodologies thai will drive research and
serve all of our customers throughout the next decade.
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PATHFINDER ANALYTICAL TOOLS

R. A. Convery
Presearch Incorporated

Virginia, USA

Presearch Inc. is pleased to present this technical paper To the International Seminar
on Integrated Information Systems hosted by the International Atomic Energy
Agency (IAEA), Vienna, Austria. Presearch Inc. is intimately familiar with the
problems facing the IAEA and other international and US Government agencies in
gathering, fusing, analyzing and managing data from both internal and external
sources. Presearch Inc. has spent the past 15 years developing a suite of advanced
analytic tools for the US Government. With tie help of Presearch Inc., this tool suite,
know as PATHFINDER, has been successfully deployed to over 40 government and
non-government agencies in the US and overseas.

This paper covers an overview of the functional capabilities of the PATHFINDER
software, the future technical direction of the program, integration and customization
issues in deploying the software, and P research's model for the successful
implementation and training of the software upon deployment. Additionally, the
paper will include points-of-contact for the program, and cost information associated
with the software.

PATHFINDER is a suite of software tools that help analyze information drawn from
large Government and commercial data sources. PATHFINDER helps the analyst
search, sort, browse compare and visualize the content of thousands of documents at
a time. It combines the power of advanced text retrieval with some of the most
powerful techniques for extracting, clustering, and visualizing data so that analysts
can draw analytic conclusions without having to read every single document.

PATHFINDER provides many different means for analysts to identify trends,
patterns and linkages between various data elements within and between documents
from many data sources. PATHFINDER tools have been used to track technology
transfer between countries and companies, identify trends in governmental and non-
governmental research and development, identify linkages between people and
organizations, and to perform geospatial analysis of textual data through integration
with standard Government and commercial mapping packages. Many customers also
utilize PATHFINDER software to identify key data elements that they wish to store
or analyze using other third party commercial applications, such as relational
databases, spreadsheets, or link analysis tools.

PATHFINDER tools have been utilized by over 40 agencies in the US and abroad.
The technology has provided a tremendous cost and time savings to these
organizations, as analysts have increased the amount of data they are able to analyze
in a fraction of the time they could using other software applications. One US
Government case study indicated, that PATHFINDER allowed its analysts to base
their analytic judgements on 80% of the available data, and to increase their lead time
in preventing technological surprise by one year. Prior to using PATHFINDER these
same analysts reviewed less than 20% of the available data, and were only able to
identify new threats one-to-rwo weeks prior to their realization.
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Presearch Inc. currently supports two distinct versions of the software:
PATHFINDER 12.0, and PATHFINDER Web 4.0. PATHFINDER 12.0 is the X-
Motif version, which is the most widely deployed and utilized throughout the
customer base. It contains the full blown functionality of the tools, ranging from easy
to use graphical data loading tools, to advanced clustering and visualization tools for
analyzing large chunks of data, and data modeling tools, which make it easier for
analysts to track complex issues.

PATHFINDER Web 4.0 is the latest version of the newly redesigned product. The
Web application is written to take advantage of the latest object oriented coding
techniques, and to provide a platform independent Web interface incorporating the
best of breed analytic capabilities from the X-Motif product. PATHFINDER Web 4.0
will provide anyone who is familiar with the World Wide Web, a set of extremely
powerful, yet easy to use tools for analyzing textual data from any source.
Subsequent versions of the Web product will continue to migrate capabilities from
the X-Motif product, as well as take advantage of new tools and technologies not
previously developed in any version of the software. Additionally, the Web product
will make it easier to integrate multi-media data in Pathfinder and to take advantage
of the latest XML data formats.

Finally, Presearch Inc. has customized the software as requested by individual sites to
incorporate new tools or to integrate with third party software that resides at each
site. Presearch is a software integrator, and is capable of performing any software
integration or development task requested by the customer. Presearch has
successfully integrated various versions of the PATHFINDER software with third
party information extraction systems, search engines, machine translation systems,
multi-lingual character recognition tools, mapping products, link analysis packages,
and others.

In addition to developing the software, Presearch Lie. has spent 15 years developing a
model for successfully integrating this software into the existing infrastructure of its
customers. Presearch has developed successful methods for revolutionizing the way
analysts perform their job through the introduction and training of PATHFINDER
software. Introducing new tools and technologies is always a difficult job, but
without a successful implementation and training plan, no matter how good the tools
are, they will never be used.

In summary PATHFINDER is a state-of-the-art data analysis system, which can
easily integrate into existing corporate infrastructures. Although the tools arc US
Government owned, they can be acquired commercially. Additionally, Presearch Inc.
has developed several spin-off products, which can be made available to the
commercial marketplace.

For more information on the Pathfinder Program, please contact:

Mr. Kevin Greer, Pathfinder Program Manager
675 Peter Jefferson Parkway
Suite 300
Charlottesville, Virginia 22911-8691
(804) 293-8383 (Ext. 8502)
kagreear@hgs-prcsearch.com
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VERITY'S KNOWLEDGE RETRIEVAL SOLUTIONS AND MORE

H. Sluimer
Verity Europe

De Meern, The Netherlands

Verity is a leading provider of enterprise knowledge retrieval solutions for
corporate intranets, online publishers and OEMs and ISVs. Verity's products enables
organizations to turn corporate intranets into a powerful knowledge base, making
business information accessible and reusable across the enterprise. Verity's leadership has
been recognized by numerous organizations, most recently by Delphi Consulting, who
gave Verity the Market Recognition Award based on a survey of 600 corporate users.

VERITY'S KNOWLEDGE SUITE PRODUCT FAMILY
DELIVERS A COMPREHENSIVE SOLUTION

Verity's Knowledge Suite of information retrieval products offers a comprehensive and
integrated solution, providing information in context.
Unlike public Internet search sites, Verity is not focused on "recreational
search," but on solving complex corporate information retrieval problems.

Having capabilities well beyond basic search, Verity's Knowledge Suite
product family addresses the key problems of retrieving and sharing
knowledge: automated classification and categorization; intelligent group
dissemination and information profiling; and organizing content for corporate
reuse.

The Verity product family supports the full range of today's knowledge retrieval
methods, including:

Search and Retrieval (retrospective search)
Profile and Disseminate (filtered push)
Classify, Organize and Navigate (content and catalog management and browsing)
Publish (distribute on permanent media such as CD ROM)
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Verity offers a scalable, integrated product line. Because Verity's products are
designed to plug in and work together, customers can begin by deploying
basic retrieval technology, then incorporate more sophisticated classification
and dissemination technology as their business needs expanding.
Additionally, because Verity offers enterprise and departmental solutions,customer
investment is protected by Verity's capability to scale to support the
largest document repositories and corporate Intranets.

Verity's Knowledge Suite product family includes the Company's award
winning Verity Developer Kit (VDK), Verity's core search engine for custom internal or
commercial application developers, its corporate search and retrieval Information Server
and its companion indexing tool—Verity Intranet/Internet Spider. Other companion plug-
in products such as the Verity Profiling Toolkit, Verity Agent Server and Verity Agent
Server Tool Kit add custom document classification/profiling and intelligent user and
group information dissemination (push) capabilities to the Verity Information Server and
the Verity search engine. Verity's CD-Web Publisher enables offline viewing and
distribution of the contents of an Intranet while maintaining live links for on-line use, and
includes all of the advanced capabilities of Verity's core search engine on the CD.

Verity Information Server customers can access a variety of information gateway
products, enabling indexing and retrieval of relational databases and popular external
repositories such as Lotus Notes and Microsoft Exchange.
With the incorporation of Verity Key View® filters and viewers, all Verity products can
index and display the broadest range of document types, ranging from simple text,
SGML, and HTML, to Adobe Acrobat (.pdf) and dozens of specialized application file
types including those from Microsoft Office® and Lotus SmartSuite. Key View's end-user
products are also available for corporate adoption. Forthcoming products, such as the
Verity Knowledge Organizer, will extend Verity's content management capabilities
by enabling site administrators to organize their corporate or public Intranets into
categories that can be browsed and searched together. Knowledge Organizer will enable
Yahoo!-like navigation and allow organizations to organize their Intranets the way they
organize their business—by creating views of Intranet resources by product, by region, by
customer, by project, or by any other relevant business taxonomy.
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TEXT MINING AND KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT SOLUTION

R. Bauer
Paradigma Unternehmens-Beratung GmbH

Vienna, Austria

The presentation to the Vienna Conference attempts to provide an overview of
available text mining technology within the broader context of knowledge
management. It is meant to serve as a valuable proposal-preparation resource for
business intelligence and knowledge management initiatives.

Text Mining is the extraction of information and knowledge from unstructured textual
data in order to discover trends, gain insights, and classify and organize information.
Because 80% of the world's data is unstructured, opportunities for text mining are
virtually limitless.

Text mining closes the information gap between what customers learn from their
analysis of statistics, sales reports and other numeric data, and what can be learned by
validating that against the analysis of supplementary real-world information.

For example:

• Analysis of a company's most-productive and least-productive practices;
• Customer comments culled from service center calls;
• Competitive Intelligence most advanced techniques;
• Insights from surveys, letters and customer correspondence;
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MANAGING THE INTELLECTUAL CAPITAL

M. Bjore
Scandinavian Researh and Information McKinsey & Company

Stockholm, Sweden

The New World is changing everything. The ongoing revolution within the information and
knowledge societies, the revolution in information technologies, and the overlying transformation
of the society will affect the modus operandi not on one single occasion. The change is
continuous,simultaneous, accelerated and non-linear.

A challenge in these exciting times is how to manage the knowledge within an organisation.
Knowledge management of the early millennium is focused on either technical solution driven by
software and hardware vendors or initiatives in the interpersonal domain. Thus coexists two
different strategic ways of approaching the creation of an organisations
knowledge strategy. The codification strategy and the person to person strategy.

Depending of the size of an organisation or group different operationa an tactical approaches to
this problem must be taken. In this domain there is no such expression as one size fits all.

Effective Knowledge management must be focused on the three components of the intellectual
capital. The human, structural and customer capital.

When the number of employees are limited the structural capital is less important. But with
growing numbers, more diversified areas of operation and fast moving employees with unique
knowledge, the need for a state of the art supporting infrastructure is crucial for future growth of
knowledge. The key to success is to mix the person-to-person strategy and codified strategy with
the help of technology. With new technology old supporting roles as librarians, information
specialists etc. will be less important. The knowledge chain will move from supply driven to
customer driven.

This presentation will give an overview over the knowledge domain and the a selection of
approaches to solve KM-problems.
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ENHANCEMENT OF INFORMATION RETRIEVAL ON THE INTERNET
THROUGH USES OF NEW WEB TECHNOLOGIES

D. Courtaud
Commissariat a l'Energie Atomique

Bruyeres le Chatel, France

Introduction

Information retrieval on the Internet is an important issue of the new safeguards system. The
ability to index all sorts of documents becomes crucial. Unfortunately, the increasing number
of machines connected" to the Internet as well as the poorly structured language of the Web
today makes this task very difficult to achieve. All the usual Internet search engines return
hundreds or thousands of documents to any request which are more or less significant and
they only index a little part of the Web (about 40 % of the Web for AltaVista).
It is now time , as Tim Berners Lee said last year at the opening of the Eight International
World Wide Web Conference, to make a semantic Web that is to give sense to the contents
and to show the real structure of documents to facilitate the information retrieval and
indexing. This revolution has a name : XML extended Markup Language.

XML applications

XML is a new grammar which is a simplification for the Web of the ISO norm SGML. It
allows you to create your own tags and your own document structure within the constraints of
some syntax rules. You can thus define either generic languages for major classes of
applications or specific languages for specialized domains. With this approach, many
languages can be constructed all different but with the same grammar and the same syntax.
Many generic tools like browsers or parsers or databases can be built on this grammar to
handle any of these languages.
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Examples of such languages are :

• SMIL from the W3 Consortium
It is a language designed to synchronize multimedia objets in time and space

• SVG from the W3 Consortium
The language of vector graphics on the Web

• RDF from the W3 Consortium
The language of metadata

• NewsML from Reuters
A proposal from Reuters to index news

• BiblioML from the French Ministry of Culture
A language to describe the contents of bibliographic databases

Many more information will be available online like texts of comments in the video, legends
of graphics, or titles of bibliographic databases but it will be easier to index them since all this
material is presented with the same manner and moreover reflects clearly its structure that is
its semantics.

Influence on Query

Such an evolution has an important impact on query. The knowledge of the document
structure allows to specify more precisely the request. For instance a request like :

Atomic energy <IN> title <WHEN> «font-size =14 »

is much more precise than the traditional: Atomic energy and will result in few and more
pertinent answers.
Many standards of the W3 Consortium deal with this problem :

• Xpointer allows to specify precisely locations inside a structured document
for instance : the third child of the foo structure where the x attribute is greater than y

• XQL defines a way to construct generic queries towards XML documents
like SQL does in relational databases : select foo structure from sample.xml where x
attribute is equal to 5

However traditional search engines like Search'97 from Verity allow you to make structured
requests on XML documents. That is the way we use it at the CEA to build an XML platform
which combines :
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• An object oriented database
• Search'97
• A Web-based GUI to index documents and navigate through them

We use this platform ( called Xedix ) to archive and analyze XML documents in whatever
language they are written. After crawling them, the use of the database coupled with
Search'97 allows us to retrieve XML documents faster and even to selectively extract XML
structures to recombine documents or compare them.

Conclusion

The semantic evolution of the Web greatly facilitate the information retrieval on the Internet.
By using an XML compliant platform, it is know possible to find precisely and rapidly the
documents which are relevant to the request even in huge repository of media and to track
information in fields like graphics or video where it was until now hidden .
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THIRD PARTY COMPLIANCE ASSESSMENT OPPORTUNITIES BASED ON PUBLICLY
AVAILABLE INFORMATION

U. Kotte
Program Group Systems Analysis and Technology Evaluation (STE)

Forschungszentrum
Julich, Germany

Information treatment is extensely required for monitoring and verification of non-proliferation
conformance. Even more information has to be processed in the strengthened safeguards system
approach. The requested set of information can be recognized as country-submitted declaration
information, agency-generated observation information and external information. The latter may
be collected from official, open (public and proprietary) and other sources suitable to detect or
forecast deviations from non-proliferation. Comparative assessment and decision-making require
careful integration of information from various sources.
Agency staff devotes a considerable amount of personmonths (/years) to the acquisition,
processing and management of information. Third party investigation of publicly available
information can relieve the staff from the burden of information overload and contribute its part
to safeguards' data integration, analysis and evaluation. The convergence of information and
communication technologies, the development of userfriendly hyperlink reference structures and
services like the WWW (World Wide Web) offer an almost unlimited potential for cooperations
within the whole safeguards community - the Agency, government officials, individual experts
and interested citizens.
Ubiquituously connected through the global information infrastructure, people can build
communities of common interest (also opinion or taste) to share their competence and ethical
points of view. As indicated by trends for global governance, international actor networks can
jointly establish regulations for the mutual or open provision of information (e.g. concerning all
nuclear activities of a State, description of its current status and forecasting of probable changes or
developments).
Complementary to conventional safeguards (detailed, systematic, quantitative), publicly available
information has to be evaluated by more collaborative methods (diffuse, heuristic, qualitative).
Community negotiations about compliance may provide rules for conformity assessment of
countries or regions as a whole and for non-discriminatory benchmarking amongst them.
Conformity criteria and indicators may be introduced top-down at different levels according to
agreed standards. Conformity assessment activities are intended to monitor the States' nuclear
activities in an objective and balanced manner and determine their conformity grade with non-
proliferation commitments.
Benchmarking can take into account political boundary conditions and State-specific
circumstances that may influence different performance patterns with respect to NPT obligations.
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Assessment of behavioural characteristics like opportunity, capability and motivation for treaty
circumvention may designate proliferation-suspect States. Statistically founded scores may be
provided to distinguish innocent ("noise") from serious deviations. The current and future growth
of the information universe ("cyberspace" with about 900 mio. "pages") will supply the safeguards
community with publicly available information sufficient to resolve the issue of external
information.
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ON APPLICATION OF A LINGUISTIC MODELLING APPROACH IN
INFORMATION COLLECTION FOR FUTURE EVALUATION

A. Ryzhov
Lomonosov' Moscow State University (MSU)

Moscow, Russian Federation

This work describes the idea of a linguistic interface for
large-scale data bases, allowing to effectively handle a large
amount of information. This effect is reached by providing an
opportunity to search information on the basis of generalized
concepts. These concepts are formulated by the user in natural
language, and modelled by fuzzy sets, defined on the universe of
the significances of the characteristics of the data base objects.

In the process of solving any task (in particular,
safeguards information evaluation) we need information. Usually,
we do not have this information with an accuracy sufficient for
the task. Therefore, we must use information from different
information sources. One such information source is a data bases.
If we have at our disposal a data base which contains" information
with sufficient accuracy for our task, then we have solved the
problem of the information support for our task. If we do not such
a data base we must collect the necessary information from
different data bases. In the latter case, one of problems which
arise, is the linguistic discrepancy between the information we
need (the linguistic formulation of the query) and the way this
information is represented in the data bases at our disposal.

The present data processing technology only allows us to
search information using concepts (words, symbols, figures)
which are present in the data base descriptions of objects. This
leads to difficulties in those situations where the information we
need is not expressed unequivocally in the language of
significances of attributes of object descriptions. The translation
of such queries towards the latter search language tends to deform
their meaning, and, hence, to reduce the efficiency and the quality
of using these data bases.

One of the important properties of the information we
need which distinguishes it from the information in the data base,
is the fuzziness of the concepts of the user (evaluator, analyst).
The user, like any human being, thinks in qualitative categories,
whereas the data base information is basically clear (sharp, non-
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fuzzy). This is of one of the main problems in the "translation" of
user's need of information towards the data base query.

The structure of a Linguistic Interface is shown in Fig.l.
The work of user begins with a linguistic discription of the

objects he wants to find in the data base. If the system does not
recognize or know this linguistic description, control is
transmitted to the program block for the construction of
membership functions. If, on the other hand, the system
recognizes the description, it will retrieve the membership
function, associated with it. The user can then, in case of
disagreement, edit the membership function, and a new
membership function will now be associated with this user,
reflecting his "view" (interpretation) of the description. The
membership function editor is based on the principle of cognitive
graphics and does not require a specialized knowledge of
computers.

Formulation of the
linguistic description

Construction of the
membership function

Analysis of the
results

Fig.l.
The structure of a Linguistic Interface.

After the formulation of the linguistic description, and the
association of the membership functions with this description, an
information search in the data base can be effected.

The information retrieval algorithm consists in calculating for each
record in data base the degree of satisfaction to the formulated request: from
1 (total satisfaction) to 0 (total non-satisfaction) [1]. The result of the search
is an ordering of the records in the data base on the basis of the degree of
satisfaction to the request.
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Using a properties of a fuzziness degree of the description of objects
[2], we can develop the optimal Linguistic Interface allowing us to carry out
search of information with the minimun losses of information and
information noise [3].

At present, we have developed a prototype of the Linguistic
Interface, in which the functions described above are realized.

Thus, the Linguistic Interface can be used for the creation of an
interface between data bases and user (analyst) rules of information
processing, i.e., knowledge-base (for example, as a tool for selection of the
information from different sources for intelligent evaluation system like
DISNA [4]).
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NUCLEAR MATERIAL ACCOUNTANCY IN KFKI ATOMIC ENERGY RESEARCH
INSTITUTE

D. Elter
KFKI Atomic Energy Research Institute (AEKI)

Budapest, Hungary

There are two Material Balance Areas at the Atomic Energy Research Institute (AEKI): fiU-A and
HU-D. The same person is responsible for the both MB As, who is appointed by the director of AEKI.
The MBA HU-D includes the Central Isotope Storage and some laboratories. Pu-Be sources and
various forms of uranium (e.g. metals, oxides, powders) are in the storage. Mainly Pu-Be sources and
low enrichment uranium-oxide are used by laboratories.
The other MBA, HU-A is the Budapest Research Reactor and its fuel storages. Fresh and irradiated
(spent) fuel assemblies and Pu-Be sources are located in the HLJ-A. The key measurements points
(KMPs) are as follows:
KMP A: fresh fuel storages, KMP B: core, KMP C: spent fuel storage pond at reactor (in the reactor -
hall), KMP T: spent fuel storage pond away from reactor (external pond), KMP T: other.

The State System for Accountancy and Control (SSAC) is managed by Hungarian Atomic Energy
Authority. All reports are sent to the SSAC and the SSAC reports to IAEA. As the change of the
amount of nuclear material occurs rarely, usually the reports are sent only at the Physical Inventory.
The reports are in diskette and in hard copy as well. To report the movements among the KMPs is not
required, so the SSAC and IAEA are informed about movements only at the audits.

The used reports and journals are as follows:
Reports: Inventory Change Report (ICR), Material Balance Report (MBR) and Physical Inventory
List (P1L).
Journals: General Ledger, Itemized list of KMP, Batch Sheet, History Card of Fuel Assembly, Notice
of Change, List of Containers, Maps, Detailed Batch List, Directions.
At an interim inspection the following information are presented: General Ledgers, Itemized List of
KMP, Detailed Batch List, List of Containers, Maps. At a physical inventory - in addition of items
listed above — the MBR and PIL are presented. Of course, the other reports and journals may also be
made available.

Four type of WWR fuel assemblies are used at the Research Reactor: uranium-aluminium alloy,
uranium dioxide dispersed in aluminium matrix, single and triple. Each type of assemblies - in each
KMP -a re in different batches. Instead of using the "one item-one batch" principle, die "one type-one
batch" principle is applied for recording of the number of fuel assemblies in different places (fresh
fueJ, core, spent fuel) since it is simpler and easier to implement.

The average burn-up of fiiel assemblies is calculated continuously and registered, together with the
decrease in the amount of total uranium and uranium-235. The calculation for uranium decrease is as
follows (in grams):

For total uranium; MWday{fuel}*l,Q5
For uranium-235: MWday{fuel}* 1,30

The LN is reported to the SSAC at the time the fuel assemblies are transported to the external pond.

With the Additional Protocol entering into force, there will be further tasks. Additional information of
site must be provided, and provisions for environmental sampling and better access within the site
should be arranged. Working out of the details is the task during the year.
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INFORMATION SUPPORT OF THE IAEA'S SAFEGUARDS IN BELARUS

I. Sudakou
Committee for Supervision of Industrial and Nuclear Safety

Minsk, Belarus

Introduction

In 1993, Belarus acceded to the Treaty on the Nonproliferation of Nuclear Weapons and in
1996 signed the Agreement on the application of safeguards with the IAEA based on the
INF CIRC/153. Since that time the system of safeguards in Belarus has been started and
continued its development. The task of establishment and implementation of the state system of
accounting and control of nuclear materials (SSAC) and functions of the national competent body
for physical protection of nuclear materials (PP) were assigned to the Committee for Supervision
of Industrial and Nuclear Safety (PROMATOMNADZOR) by a resolution of the Council of
Ministries. With the aid of the IAEA, Japan, USA and Sweden we have achieved a certain success
in the establishment of an effective the system of safeguards. By the end of the year 1996 a legal
basis for the SSAC and PP was created.

Physical protection of nuclear materials in Belarus

Nuclear materials in Belarus are located at the Academic Scientific and Technical Center
"Sosny" (ASTC "Sosny"). Modern system of physical protection was created and started to
operate in October 1996. Swedish specialists performed major design work for the system. The
main components of the system are the following: the detection system including magnetic,
microwave and infrared sensors, the video-surveillance system, the system of delay of access
including electronic blocking devices, the system of authorized access including magnetic cards,
the system of computer control of all components and the communication system. Without going
into details, the PP system allows maintaining automatic control of access to the most sensitive
zones of the facility, detection and testing of all components, generation of alarm signal in case
of an incident and writing of video signals.

While operating and maintaining the system we have encountered some difficulties like the
absence of national producers of necessary spare parts and expensive prices of such parts with
foreign producers, the dependence on foreign companies in repair and maintenance of specific
components of the system, the necessity of adaptation of some system components to local
climatic conditions, etc. In any case, in the future it will be necessary to continue upgrading of
physical protection system on the basis of modern technological and information achievements.
This will allow a decrease in the staff involved and an enhancement in the level of confidence.

System of accounting and control of nuclear materials
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The system of measurement of nuclear materials provides authenticity and reliability of
data. Before 1998 the data about the necessary parameters and quantities of nuclear materials were
based on information provided by manufacturers. Measuring instrumentation was selected
according to types of material available. At the present time the ANTC "Sosny" uses the
following devices:

an U-Pu Gamma spectrometer 'Canberra' with germanium detector;
a multi-channel analyzer 'Davidson' with Nal detector:
ultrasonic thickness meters,
scales; and
a neutron coincidence counter with AWCC.
With the above equipment it is possible to realize two independent measurement channels:
1. measurement of sample mass - measurement of casing thickness - measurement of
enrichment of U and calculation of U-235 mass;
2. measurement of U-235 mass by means of neutron coincidence counter with AWCC.
Measurement error is normally about 5 to 6 %.
The measurement program is based on a 'Genie' spectrometric software and a software

package 'MGAU' designed for analysis of uranium. The U-Pu Gamma spectrometer 'Canberra'
only requires calibration by energy. Neutron coincidence counter requires an effective calibration
and uses program MCNP-4A based on Monte-Carlo method.

With regard to the measurement system employed there are still some problems to be
solved. Among them, certification of the instruments, creation and approval of quality assurance
procedures, acquisition of standards.

Nuclear material accountancy is based on a computer application program developed with
due regard for the requirements of the IAEA. The application is written on FoxPro under control
of the MSWINDOWS operating system. The program allows operator to work with archives,
take account of material movements in real time, prepare accounting documents and reports and
record measurement results. It contains information about material history, material location
scheme, design information. The application is intended for use at a facility where there is a
variety of nuclear materials and insignificant movements of material between MBA's.

Accounting documents and reports are verified by the Promatomnadzor, including their
completeness and authenticity. Accounting data for each material item are maintained by
operator. Only batch data are submitted to the Promatomnadzor, which reduces data flows,
information processing time with no adverse effects on information reliability. It is planned to
switch to label format of data and to use computer communication links more extensively.

Export and import control of nuclear materials and dual-use commodities is an important
constituent of the safeguards system. Information support of the export/import control system is
provided by ORACLE-controlled computer data bases. The system includes the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs, the Customs Committee, the Academy of Sciences and other agencies.

In conclusion, acquisition, processing, analysis and storage of important safeguards-related
information is impossible without the use of modern information technologies, computer
programs, communication facilities, etc. Therefore, further development and upgrading of the
safeguards system is directly dependent on the advancement of science and technology.
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CEA'S CONTROLS AND PROTECTION OF NUCLEAR MATERIALS

A. Brothier, J. Dudouit, A. Jorda
Direction Centrale de la Securite Commisssariat a l'Energie Atomique

Fontenay-aux-Roses, France

France has developed regulations on controls and protections of nuclear materials against theft and
diversion (25 July I980's law, 12 May 1981 and 15 May 1981 decrees).
These regulations are consistent with the dispositions of the international convention on physical protection of
nuclear materials (IAEA ENFCIRC 274) as other international texts (IAEA INFCIRC 225).
The 25 July 19&0's law prescribes the arrangements of national controls of nuclear materials in three areas ;
recording and accounting, physical protection, and inspection.
In addition, France is subject to international controls (EURATOM, IAEA) which intended to verify a posteriori
the non-diversion of nuclear materials by states, These controls do not ctmtxm physical protection which is of
the sole responsibility of States.
CEA (Commissariat d I'Energie Atomique) is evidently subjected to these reflations.

CEA carry out tasks in various fields : fundamental and applied research (biology, chemistry, metallurgy,
physics, astrophysics..,), protection and nuclear safety, -nuclear energy applications (improvement of reliability
and safety of electrorroclear facilities, new reactor fuels and fuel cycle processes), and military applications
(nuclear explosive devices and naval propulsion reactors), and of non-nuclear programs.

The trench 12 May 1981 decree defines 3 families (very close to INFCIRC 274 families) of installations holding
nuclear materials •. one family needing an authorisation is subdivided in 4 categories, one family needing a
declaration, and the last family free.
In the CEA centres, (here are 100 installations (26 of category 1, 19 of category 2, 55 of category 3) and some
installations (10) which are under the declaration level, but as they are inside the CEA fence, they arc treated like
category 3 installations.
Each CEA centre has a license delivered by the Senior Defence Official (known under the french acronym
HFD), and all are under the authorisation regime.

General Interest Notes (NIG) are written by CEA authorities foT physical protection, accounting and recording of
nuclear materials. These NIG translate laws and decrees for their application to CEA, with a description of the
role and responsibilities of each person involved in nuclear materials management and safety.
Each CEA centre owns a Dossier of Authorisation and Control (DAC) with data summarised in a document
named "Recapitulative Statement" emitted by the Senior Defence Official. In this document, the authorisation
references are given with the titular of the authorisation (the CEA establishment), the specially appointed
representative (the DCS's director) and the centre appointed representative (the Centre's Director). Authorised
activities and authorised nuclear materials with quantities are listed. The holder units with category is given with
all the corresponding documents.

For nuclear materials detention authorisation regime, the CEA responsibility is declined in three levels : first the
General Administrator and the Central Security Director for the establishment, secondly the Centre Director for
each centre, and thirdly an holder unit with a chief, a guard agent, accounting and controls agents for each
installation.

To satisfy to the obligations of international and national regulations, CEA has developed tools for physical
protection evaluation ("EVA"), nuclear materials recording and accounting ("MANU-W" for accounting,
"CENTAUREE" for recording and accounting), and diligent inspections.
For each installation, each month, a checking is done between the physical stocks and the centralised accounts
and validated. Periodic inventories, controls of records and accounts have to be done on each CEA installation (a
minima once a year) to verify that nuclear materials are presents with the right characteristics and at the assigned
place. These controls and. inspections arc done firstly by the installation itself, then by the centre control staff,
and at the end by 1PSN with DCS. HFD and EURATOM also diligent inspections to examine documents (DAC,
recording and accounting, responses to previous requests), to control seals and to measure nuclear materials,
IPSN with DCS also controls physical protection of nuclear materials.
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DATA PROVISION SYSTEM TO INSPECTION AT TRP AND PCDF

S.Takeda, K. Kurosu, K. Ishikawa, F. Kashiwabara,
Japan Nuclear Cycle Development Institute Tokai Works, Reprocessing Center

Ibaraki-ken, Japan

For the safeguards inspection carried out at the Tokai Reprocessing Plant (hereafter "TRP")

and the Plutonium Conversion Development Facility (hereafter "PCDF"), inspectors collect data

related to safeguards, and the facilities declare data related to receipt/shipment and inventory for

nuclear material.

From the result of Japan-IAEA joint committee meeting and later meetings, an Inspection Field

Support System (hereafter "FFSS") was installed in order to carry out efficient work at book

examination so on in the inspection field.

For declaration of the data related to receipt/shipment and inventory for nuclear material, the

facilities provided with papers by print out until few years ago.

Recently, the facilities started to provide the data by computer media as a result of progresses of

safeguards improvement plan in TRP and IFSS in PCDF. Its current status and future cooperation are

introduced as follows.

Present situation

From 19S1 in TRP and 19S4 in PCDF, a nuclear material control system by a large-scale computer

used to make of accountancy report. And other hand, the data related to inspection was declared by

print out from.

For application of IFSS, a necessary data transferred from the facility's nuclear material accountancy

system (hereafter "MACS77) was handed over to inspectors by a F/D.

A outline of the MACS as follows.

1) Hardware : Fujitsu GS 8600

2} File system: TRP : RDBII , PCDF: V-SAM

3) Language: COBOL

The TRP provided total five files such as inventory data (Inventory File: hereafter "IF") and

inventory change data (Inventory Change File: hereafter "1CF") so on by CSV text file.

The U and Pu data were contained at these riles, but in order to use at IIV and PIY, field length and

type were fixed through the discussion with TAEA.

The ICF is consisted 56 fields and one record length will be about 300 bytes. The IF is consisted 52

fields, and file volume will be about 700 kilobytes at the time of PIV.
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The PCDF developed a PCDF inspection accountancy system (hereafter "PIAS") corresponding

to a network such as client & sever system by Windows NT in 1998. A Client installed each section

can record the data directory through the MACS-

The PCDF provided total five files such as inventory change data (!CR PC) and inventory data

(Summary) so on by no separated code text file.

The calculation of sample size and confirmation of inventory has been carried out used these file in

the inspection.

And, cooperation is given to improvement of inspectors IFSS as converted text file to CSV format is

used by test basis.

Future plan

Both the TRP and PCDF are in a organization of reprocessing center after the JNC reorganized,

the MACS will be improved for integration.

Improve points at the MACS as follows,

1) Client & Sever system

2) On line data input of nuclear material accountancy slip

The online connection at safeguards instrument installed in each site will be considered.
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SAFEGUARDS INFORMATION SYSTEM IN KOREA

Soo Jin Park and Sang Tae Chung
Technology Center for Nuclear Control, Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute

Taejon, Korea, Republic of

1, SSAC in Ktj)j[ea

Actually ipjljcorea, W power plants, 2 fuel fisbricatlfcm fadities, a research reactor,
2 industrial gfrjt̂ ts and seme research labs sreiunderithe IAEA and naticnal safeguard*.
The nuclear (facilities in Korea should be subjected! to nffcion&J iiispeciion as well as
the Agency ilh^ection

The ministry: iptj science and technology (MOST^ cany out tfprean SJSAClwork with the
support of t&tf iteehnology center for nudear Control (JTCNC The MOST entrusted the
TCNC with technical support,, on. the management ojf the iflfornuttisn ofi intemttiontilly
controied msteftjal, on the judgment of the reflfliatien ion the nuclear material accounting
and control t£ ithe facility, and on the inspection df nucloar material - accountinB and
control at tha i^dlity.

For the Ageitq'j) inspection, the TCNC does i^teriinhj role between (the Agency and the
'facilities. FOB hjstional inspection, the activities; of thff TCNi? we accounang, weighting
and analysis a%\ nuclear materflal, inapection af ^ccovjnjinc re:}orts anfi reoarda, inspection
on csiibmtion>^^f equipment in the pracess, ijtid sealing, j

TCNC develtppifP some inspectbn equipments ffjr the I CANT tJ spen^ fuel, SCAI, SCAV.

ketc. RMS i% jHlso wnder field, trial implementatjion a s k MSfijP.

2, Safeguards' I^fonaBtion System in the TCNC.
The TCNC' fl^velaped and operates safeguards infotjrtl&tion

developed ajepountina Information databasat national a
database, natlontsl jnapaction fipld support system, andl the Ti INC website,
The major functions of the accounting infonmatton syitem a e error |checi

syatemi Ir. 3J998 the TCNC

impection report

of tine facility

report, output'bf the merged national report, management of the nuclear materiel
originality, oijftput of the various statistical data<

The major funpiions of the national inspection iteport ^ystem are, input of the inspection
report into th,einspection database, out put of tfre various naitistiCBl {data,
The TCNC ^aijsite is under developing for the|.publicj relation of aafleguaida work,,
The content* <jf the TCNC webaite are Tt^NC newsletter, the jIAEA and national
inspection, nucf^ar control related web connecticin etc, •

3, Furore Plans, for Safeguarda Information Syaijetn
The MOST; iagreed to provide the Agency with! open isource iinffinpttion for the

strengthened, safeguards system
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This year, op f̂t source information system writ be

it is expect^! ,to contribute to open source /infornjation

Agency access-to the TCNC website. At the; beghining,
joUecttan by

tafeguarth information from
some national i daily newspapers will be up iowjed. TJCNC jlans to jJlnk CNS database

of the jnoij,t«itey Institute of international studiek for national aa^ss. Seaeareh

publications axst already provicSed for the MIS dat&bijse, Tb j auecif^c me ;ters ore under

discussion wjsiiithe Agency.

The additional ;j protocol repoitting system wJU be built fdr the expended declaration

database

on thelTCXlC wetMute, and

the
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INFORMATION SYSTEM OF NUCLEAR MATERIALS CONTROL IN KAZAKHSTAN

G. Yeligbayeva
Kazakhstan Atomic Energy Agency

Almaty, Kazakhstan

One of the basic tasks of a state governing body in the field of supporting the non-
proliferation regime is to implement state control and accounting of nuclear materials, which fall
under state jurisdiction. This system determines present quantity of materials and where they are
found. This system also prevents nuclear material's loss, unauthorized use or theft and allowing
for collection of information concerning the existence, the movement into and out of the country
of nuclear materials.

Immediately following the formation of Atomic Energy Agency of Kazakhstan (KAEA) an
automated nuclear material control system was established. Since the Agency was found, it has
created normative documents to regulate the nuclear material control. Experience was accrued in
nuclear materials export control.

The governmental information system for nuclear materials control consists of two levels:
Governmental level — KAEA collects reports from facilities and prepares the reports for

International Atomic Energy Agency, keeping of supporting documents and other necessary
information, a data base of export and import, a data base of nuclear material inventory.

Facility level - registration and processing information from key measurement points,
formation the facility's nuclear materials accounting data base.

All facilities have computerized systems, parts of them developed by facility staff and
include organization and technical aspects. Periodically, a back-up is made of this information.

The communication between levels is carried out by electronic medium (diskette) or by
paper hard copies (mail).

Our plans at the Kazakhstan Atomic Energy Committee (formally known as KAEA) are to
develop an information system to organize an automatic system for nuclear materials licensing
and accounting. This system will be consisting of LAN to ensure the collection from two control
directions - accounting and export control. This system should be developed in such a way as to
fulfil the regulatory requirements. The goal is to create an integrated information system in the
Committee. The system will follow the scheme " key measurement points —> facility nuclear
materials accounting and control bureau —> Kazakhstan Atomic Energy Committee + export
control".

This system should be:
• fully functioning;
• high quantity;
• contain internal security of information;
• ability to log and document all operations.
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APPLICATION OF SAFEGUARDS SYSTEM IN ROMANIA

Viviana Grama
National Commission for Nuclear Activities Control

Bucharest, Romania

S w e m - a ^ot t»' "acts piinLipk^ ruk-. Jtv. «.ld*sifi«\! i>i itr^nsvd >i a uyi ar »û •_!!>• I'.vm MI ,»«
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Intc«»rated -1<> put vi Wmj. 'p.risi umcihor iiitu a \\1ML*. amt>

Ini'nrmution - *n.»'.L-de;i. j.-mii siuii/ihins: i.̂ "»jci:iJ» Jaci*-. rî \%s and 'op

i( .iinbtidi.c I n u i . m vnl I Jicticmarv c f l

The Romania's nuclear regulation law has specific provisions for ensuring the application of the
national and international safeguards for nuclear materials and facilities. To fulfill the requirements of
the agreements between Romania and IAEA, in the facilities having nuclear material have been
organized six material balance areas.

• RO-A National Institute for Physics and Nuclear Engineering Horia-Hulubei from
Bucharest

• RO-C1 Nuclear Power Plant from Cernavoda
• RO-D Nuclear Fuel Plant from Pitesti
• RO-E Institute for Nuclear Research from Pitesti
• RO-F Conversion Plant from Feldioara
• RO-Z Miscellaneous locations

Before 1980, reports number, being relatively small, all the accounting data were transcribed in
handwriting and by manual calculation. However, when the fuel fabrication start at RO-D it was
decided that simple manual management of information was no longer adequate. Unfortunate, till
1990 some progress has been made only at facility level. From 1996 when became critical Unit 1 to
Cernavoda NPP, the quantity of information increased and a quickly processing of data was
compulsory.
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A) software package is used by facilities to be as follows:
• starting the summarized contents of designed information in the computer system
• examination of syntactic error based on Code 10 and data consistency
• maintaining information necessary for safeguards work:

inventory of nuclear materials
physical inventory list
ledgers
records of transferred nuclear materials between

KMPs and so on
• maintaining safeguards information such as C/S information, inspection activities,

advanced notifications to the IAEA
For example ROC1 has a database for fuel management and safeguards GESTCOMB (a data
base programme written in FoxPro for WINDOWS, used for safeguards and fuel
management).
1. GESTCOMB can give information concerning:

production dates and the location of each fuel bundle
inside the NPP, at any given time

the nuclear material inventory from any location
• inside the NPP, at any given time

the production and loss of nuclear material

2. The principles and demands at the basis of the GESTCOMB programme conception are
the following:

• the data base filing system must comprise:
temporary input files
temporary validation and updating of the data base

programme files which have the same structure as the permanent
transactions file

permanent data base files containing: the fuel
bundles production dates, the fuel transport dates, the position of all items

the inventory changes and the nuclear material flow
between KMPs

the fresh bundles in quarantine and the spent bundles
• In order to avoid the destruction/alteration of information, the data base programme

stipulates the following:
data base access is to be allowed only to authorized

persons
making data base back-up copies (weekly, monthly,

annually) should be done easily
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B) categories of safeguards information include:
1. Design information records
2. Nuclear material inventory records
3. Activity and operations reports and records
4. Records and reports to and from IAEA

C) main activities of NCNAC information system are:
• recording and processing of information on nuclear material, provided by facility

operators and reported to the National Commission for Nuclear Activities Control
(NCNAC)

• collecting, processing and recording of the information by National Commission for
Nuclear Activities Control and preparing of reports for internal evaluation

• handling of other information to be received from and sent to the IAEA
For example - processing of ICRs, PILs or MBRs received from all facilities.

this year, on February, NCNAC sent to IAEA
modified DIQs for RO-F and RO-D.

D) Information flow by mail, by fax or official channel, has three main circuits:
1. From and to material balance areas
2. From and to the Romanian Government
3. From and to IAEA
For example the information are sent to IAEA either in hard copy (on paper forms) and magnetic
media. Any correction of data entry mistake is notified to Romanian State, and Romanian State
provides the necessary correction to the Agency. Also, in the event that a change in reported data is
notified by Romanian State, the State is obligated to provide updated information to the Agency.
An example of the information provided to the Romanian State is a computer printout of the semi-
annual statement of book inventories.
The NCNAC future goals are:
•- Implementing a computer network system which will connect all MBRs and NCNAC together to

increase information flow speed
• Improving the methods for processing and organizing data
• Ensuring the security of information system
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COMPUTERIZED SYSTEM OF NUCLEAR MATERIAL ACCOUNTING IN
UKRAINE

Y. Dikov
State Nuclear Regulatory Administration

Kiev, Ukraine

Ukraine has signed the Safeguards Agreement based on INFCIEC/153. Twenty one
MBA have been established in Ukraine. The state system of nuclear material accounting
for and control started reporting to the IAEA in 1995. Swedish Nuclear Power
Inspectorate (SKI) has provided computerized systems for the State Authority and most
of the facilities.

The normative requirements relating the accounting system at facilities were established
in 1999, which completely correspond to the IAEA approaches to conducting the
nuclear materials accounting. The requirements let the operators make the computer
program compatible both at the facility and the State levels.

According to the Ukrainian regulations facilities report to the IAEA through the State
Authority only. Facilities submit Itemized Listings and Inventory Change Documents as
specially structured ASCII files on diskettes or e-mail. This approach ensures the State
Office independence from the actual facilities' software. The State Safeguards Office
processes incoming facility reports, produces the report to the IAEA in Code 10
Labeled format, and officially dispatches diskette to the Agency.

The system is still under development with the assistance of donor countries. In 2000
SKI has started replacing computer codes with advanced versions. In March 2000 the
old DOS version at the State Office has been replaced with the new one, which works in
32-bits Windows environment and provides the improved user interface. Programs at
Power Plants to be replaced during 2000 - 2001. Argon National Laboratory (USA) in
cooperation with Ukrainian specialists is developing the program AIMAS that is
expected to meet the safeguards approach. The Ukrainian specialists are developing the
system of accounting for nuclear materials at the destroyed Unit 4 of Chernobyl NPP
("Shelter" object).
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The point of view of safeguards specialists in Ukraine is that the State safeguards
databank should include data not only on the amount of nuclear materials, but also
facility design information, information on IAEA and State inspections, information
concerning the Additional Protocol to the Agreement All those components should be
integrated in the Integrated Information System. It is expected that the donor countries
will take a part in establishing the Integrated Information System in Ukraine.

File with the complete presentation is being prepared and will be submitted later.
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THE REVIEW OF USED SOFTWARE IN SAFEGUARDS GROUPS IN UKRAINE

A. Protopopov
State Department on Nuclear Energy Ministry of Energy

Kiev, Ukraine

The software existing on NPPs and research facilities, which the personnel of safeguards
groups uses, is far from perfect.

Complex of problems, existing in the given question will be increase after connection
uranium-mining industry-and research organizations to safeguards after acceptance by Ukraine of
the Protocol Additional to the Agreement between Ukraine and the International Atomic Agency
for the Application of Safeguards in Connection with the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of
Nuclear Weapons.

Very actual for Ukraine now is the correct choice of the modern integrated information
system for realization of safeguards in complete conformity with last requirements of the
International Atomic Agency.
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INFORMATION SYSTEMS IN UZBEKISTAN

Kh. Yunusov
Atomic Inspectorat of SCSIM

Tashkent, Uzbekistan

According lo the Agreement between Uzbekistan and the International Atomic
Energy Agency tor the application ul Safeguards on Non proliferation Nuclear
Wearpons , Uzbekistan and Agency agreed about comprehensive assistance from
both sidt;, Uzbekistan and Agency
According to that, Republic; of U^bekislari create for staff of Agency best regime 01
propitions : and Agency provide various assistance in field of radiation and nuclear
safety •.

- provide equipments and apparatus for medical organisations, for State
Committee of Nature, for Institute of Nuclear Pyisics Moreover, Institute
received from Agency orcjfechnics for establish INIS center, orgtechnics for .
State Committee on Safety in Industry and Mining, as Regulatory Body , for
create RA1S, 1SAP and ITOB systems .

- train on the training courses specialists of difference profits from various
ministries and departments.

- invitations; on the scientific visits and fellowships to the countries with
developing radiation and nuclear infrastructure.

- Organisation Seminars, Gonferenses and Workshops on the national,
regionai and interregional level.

One of the main system , creating by Regulatory Body is RAIS system
(Regulatory Autority Information System).

This system help us keep severe account and control of radioactive materials,
ionising radiation sources and facilities, which showing how move such sources from
users to disposal facilities For that Agency sent to SCSIM computer, printer and
softwear.

Another system t$ INIS (International Nuclear Information System), established
at the Institute of Nuclear Pyisics Academy of Sciences and worked more then 3
years. This system collected great nuclear information data base, exchange this
information with Agency. For that INP of AS received from Agency necessary
equipment - computers , printer, CD-ROM and so on.

Softwear system for management accounting and control of nuclear materials
in the republic for carry out of Additional Protocol to the Agreement of Safeguards,
permited us one of the first carry out accounting for the last year.
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Uzbekistan pai'rnit anU protect free communications by the Agency for official
purposes between Agency inspectors in Uzbekistan and Agency I leadquartcrs and
Regional Offif.es>

The Agency shall have., in ooncullalion with Uzbekistan , the right to make uso
of internationaiy established systems of direct communications, including satellite
systems and other forms o1 lyiejt-oiYiiYiunicBtion. not in use in Uzbekistan.

From the December 1^99 Uzbekistan was include (o (he illicit Trafficking ofthe
nuclear and radioactive fYiatorialf: data base.

AGRMCY

RA1S INIS

ITDB

INFORMATJON SYSTEMS IN UZBEKISTAN
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INFORMATION SYSTEM FOR ACCOUNTING AND CONTROL OF NUCLEAR
MATERIALS WITHIN THE EGYPTIAN SSAC

M.S. El Tahawy
National Center for Nuclear Safety and Radiation Control (NCNSRC)

Egyptian Atomic Energy Authority (EAEA)
Cairo, Egypt

An Information System for Safeguarded Nuclear Materials (ISSNM) is proposed
to be used within the developed State System of Accounting for and Control of Nuclear
Materials in the four Material Balance Areas existing in Egypt. These four MBA's and
the corresponding nuclear facilities [1] are :
MBA: ET-A for the first 2 MWt research reactor (ET-RR-1) commissioned in 1961,
MBA: ET-B for the second 22 MWt research reactor (ET-RR-2) commissioned in 1998,
MBA: ET-C for the Fuel Manufacturing Pilot Plant (FMPP) commissioned in 1998
and
MBA: ET-Z for the Nuclear Fuel Research Laboratory (NFRL) and other LOF rs
representing by some KMP's for depleted uranium used for shielding against irradiation
units in different hospitals.

The proposed ISSNM classifies the related activities into two main categories :
I. The activities carried out by the facility operator are the recording and processing of
the information on nuclear material accounting and control. This information has to be
reported on time to the Department of Safeguards and Physical Protection (SG Dept) of
the NCNSRC using limited computerized network connecting the headquarter of the
EAEA president (The head of Egyptian SSAC), the four facilities and the SG Dept (See
the chart).
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HEAD OF SSAC

PRESIDENT OF EAEA

MBA: ET-A
(E^-RR-1) DEPARTMENT OF

SAFEGUARDS &
PHYSICAL

PROTECTION
(SG Djept)

MBA: ET-B
(ET-RR-2)

MBA: ET-Z
(NFRL & other

LOFs)

II. The activities carried out by the SG Dept are the collecting, processing and recording
of the information for : preparing reports and their evaluation satisfying the national and
international obligations; and updating the database of the safeguarded nuclear material.

For each of the four MBA's the main elements of the ISSNM are :
a) Accounting records of data on nuclear material (NM) inventories possessed within the
given MBA in sufficient detail to permit categorization of the NM for accounting and
control purposes (and for preparing PII/s and MBR's),
b) Data on NM transfer international and domestic, between the Egyptian MBA's,
sufficient for ICR's preparing,
c) Record of national inspection data and all operational information including those
connected with use, handling and transfer between different KMP's within the same
MBA, required for the evaluation and review of loss mechanisms, MUF and measurement
uncertainties associated with MUF.

For the SG Dept, as the implementation and regulatory organ of the SSAC, the
main functions are:
a) Maintain records of all NM and update the NM database with all information about the
type, amounts, locations and responsible personnel. This function has to be achieved
based on the reports of NM inventory and inventory changes submitted by the SG
officers of the nuclear facilities,
b) Process and evaluate information submitted by the SG officers and obtained during the
national inspections within the SSAC,
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c) Audit and evaluate facility records and reports on NM for completion and updating of
the NM database,
d) Review shipper/receiver differences,
e) Review loss mechanisms, MUF and measurement uncertainties associated with MUF
occurring and carried out during operations and transfers between different locations
and/or buildings of the facility (different KMP's). Concerning this specific function,
special attention has to be paid to the Nuclear fuel Fabrication Plant, the MBA : ET-C.

REFERENCES

[1] M.S. El-Tahawy, "Establishment and Development of the Egyptian SSAC in
Connection with Commissioning of New Nuclear Facilities", International Seminar
on Safeguards Information Reporting and Processing, Vienna, Austria, 30 Nov.-4
Dec. 1998.

[2] The Agreement between Arab Republic of Egypt and the IAEA for the
Application of Safeguards in Connection with the NPT, INFCIRC/302, Vienna,
July 1981.

[3] IAEA/SG/INF/1 (Rev. 1), 1987.
[2] IAEA/SG/INF/2,1980.
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COMMERCIAL IMAGERY AND MULTISOURCE ANALYSIS

W. Bradley
Space Imaging

Thornton, Colorado>USA

This presentation delves into the use of commercial satellite imagery, particularly
high-resolution IKONOS imagery, as part of the basic dataset required to perform
multisource analysis. The presentation will detail the all-source analytic methodologies
currently being used in Space Imaging's Analysis and Training Group, as well as the
benefits of using high-resolution electro-optical data in the process. This process also
includes the integration of multiple georectified imagery data sources as individual data
layers in a GIS database. Oftentimes, lower resolution sensors are used to meet
requirements for broad area coverage when high-resolution sensors can not economically
meet the need. Additional information layers are then overlaid on top of the imagery,
including vector layers, shapes, and text. Additionally, the vectors/shapes are attributed
with information that is pertinent to the task at hand. This information is then used in the
analytic process to detect changes to such things as facilities and the derived vector layers
also can be used to generate detailed site diagrams.
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GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEM (GIS) DATA SETS FOR APPLICATION TO
INTERNATIONAL SAFEGUARDS

B. C. Vickers, D. W. Swindle
Radian International

Denver Colorado, USA

The IAEA's Department of Safeguards has been actively investigating how a wide variety of
information sources can contribute to strengthening and improving the overall effectiveness and
quality of the Agency's safeguards system to support current and new missions under constraints
of limited financial resources. The Agency uses information gathered from a wide variety of
sources^ and the successful integration of this information into the process of evaluating
safeguards relevant information is essential. In this regard, the Director of the Safeguards
Information Treatment (SGIT) Division has undertaken several tasks aimed at identifying,
assessing and deploying new information systems, which will support the planning, evaluation
and reporting processes. One such initiative underway with the Agency is the establishment of a
GIS system that can be used to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of its inspection
planning, evaluation, and reporting processes for not only routine safeguards, but also for the
new, enhanced safeguards system responsibilities recently adopted by the IAEA. Worldwide GIS
information sets along a variety of standards exist and are available from multiple national and
international sources. What is not known is the inventory of current data sets and related GIS
information sources, and their specific relevancy to the safeguards problem. Accordingly, this
presentation will describe an approach for identifying, characterizing and supplying a select set
of key data sets to the Agency that can be the foundation of a GIS system to support the
Agency's safeguards program. In addition, a work process and methodology will be identified
that describes how GIS information systems can be applied in the Department of Safeguards.
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IMPLEMENTATION ASPECTS OF COMMERCIAL SATELLITE IMAGERY

B. Olsson, C. Andersson
Swedish Space Corporation Group Satellus

Solna, Sweden

Safeguards by Open Sources

The International Atomic Energy Agency's Safeguards System has evolved over the past
30 years and has been strengthened through the continuing introduction of new methods
and techniques.

A major milestone in the efforts to strengthen the Safeguards System was reached in May
1997 when the Board of Governors approved a 'Model Protocol Additional to Safeguards
Agreements'. The Protocol provides the legal basis necessary to enhance the Agency's
ability to detect undeclared nuclear material and activities by using information available
from open sources to complement the declarations made by Member States.

Commercially available high-resolution satellite data has emerged as one potential
complementary open information source to support the tradjtipnal and extensive Safeguard
activities of IAEA.

The Study and the Report

This presentation summarise the second report from the SSC Satellitbild study giving a
structured view and solid guidelines on how to proceed with a conceivable implementation
of satellite imagery to support Safeguards activities of the Agency.

The basis for the implementation guidelines is the concept presented in the Phase 1 study
of creating a new, efficient and relatively small Imagery Unit within the IAEA capable of
performing advanced image processing as a tool for various safeguards tasks. In addition,
the initial cost/benefit simulation results from the Phase 1 report have been further
elaborated in this Phase 2 study by including several alternative ways of dimensioning the
capacity of the Imagery Unit

The Phase 2 report presents a large number of concrete recommendations regarding
suggested management issues, work organisation, imagery purchasing and team building.
The study has also resulted in several lists of actions and preliminary project plans with
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GANT schedules concerning training, hardware and software, as well as for the initial pilot
studies.

Major Findings

In both the Phase 1 and Phase 2 studies it is confirmed that the proposed concept of a
relatively small Imagery Unit using high-resolution data will be a sound and feasible
undertaking. Such a unit capable of performing advanced image processing as a tool for
various safeguard tasks will give the Agency an effective instrument for reference,
monitoring, verification, and detection of declared and undeclared activities.

The total cost for implementing commercial satellite imagery at the Department for
Safeguards, as simulated in these studies, is approximately MUSD 1,5 per year. This cost is
founded on an activity scenario with a staff of 4 experts working in an IAEA Imagery Unit
with a workload of three dossiers or "issues" per week. The imagery unit is built around an
advanced PC image processing system capable of handling several hundreds of pre-
processed images per year. Alternatively a Reduced Scenario with a staff of 3 would need
a budget of approximately MUSD 0,9 per year, whereas an Enhanced Imagery Unit
including 5 experts and a considerably enlarged capacity would cost MUSD 1,7 per year.

The Imagery Unit should be organised so it clearly reflects the objectives and role as set by
the Member States and the management of the Agency. We recommend the Imagery Unit
to be organised into four main work areas: production of'dossiers'; generation of
reference information; monitoring and verification; and finally organisation of an imagery
database. Each work area could be dedicated to one staff member running one of the four
main tasks.

We recommend the Agency to introduce a full service imagery supply routine, where the
image supplier(s) take the responsibility and risks in delivering the best possible set of
imagery from a chosen facility. This routine should be the basis for an effective imagery
purchasing approach at the Unit. Successful negotiations regarding price and service with
the suppliers will substantially influence the overall cost.

The implementation of the satellite imagery system is suggested to be performed in a
controlled way, by creating clear implementation phases with firm milestones, and by
evaluating each step before going further:

• Initial phase -6-12 months

• Pre-operational phase - 1 -2 years

• Operational phase - after 3 years.

The significant customisation of the Imagery Unit system that is envisaged must be well
specified and documented. This part of the implementation should be handled as a floating
process where programmers are allowed to add extra functionality based upon the
operators, need and requirements.

Swedish Support Program

The Phase 1 and Phase 2 studies has been performed and financed as a part of the Swedish
Support Programma Managed and co-ordinated by the Swedish Nuclear Power
Inspectorate (SKI).
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GATHERING VALIDATION AND DISSEMINATION OF GEOGRAPHICAL
INFORMATION AND INTELLIGENCE COMING IN PARTICULAR FROM IMAGERY
AT VARIOUS RESOLUTIONS : AN OPERATIONAL APPROACH

A. de Chassy
Aerospatial Matra

Paris, France

The talk will present the operational approach with illustrations and practical examples at various
steps.
The very first step is the proper understanding of the operational need of the "client" i.e. the final
user in terms of information and Intelligence, and translate it into proper technical terms. This is
true in particular for Geographical information. Then comes the gathering of geographical
information with the various key points of:
a) Type of data and availability
b) Extraction of information
c) Specificity of geographical information.
The sites of interest for IAEA are located on a map and studied within a specific geographical and
geopolitical context. In particular, an accurate identification and extraction can only be done with
a good analysis of the geographic interactions (access, infrastructures, main natural features etc.)
At this step, it is essential to design and create an appropriate site database with a quick access
(via various digital maps) to all relevant information from all sources : images, maps, interpreted
locations of interest, but also text, statistics, presentations, videos, archives etc.

The second step is the validation of geographical information with the various key points of:
a) Multi user workflow for validation and collaboration (from a number of people) : procedures,
technologies available, security, access control etc.
b) Cross checking of information from various sources
c) Specificity of work on images: images are now systematically used as information sources, and
also for publication and communication purposes etc. But most of them need to be interpreted and
processed since they are not immediately understandable for the public. Moreover, the "size" of
the information poses various technical questions like storage and transfer that require adapted
solutions.
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A World-wide Intranet system offers a range of solutions with now efficient security procedures
and are systematically implemented in Image Information Systems and global and more complex
Information Systems like at the IAEA

Lastly, we will present our experience in Geographical Information dissemination with the focus
on the following issues.
a) Importance of standard formats (geographic or non-geographic)
b) Adaptation of the data to the Internet

All technical matters of the presentation will be illustrated with examples taken from real case and
operational situations.
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GIS-BASED NUCLEAR SAFEGUARDS INFORMATION MANAGEMENT AND
REPORTING

B. Truong
Atomic Energy Control Board

Ontario, Canada

This paper discusses a joint investigation between the Atomic Energy Control Board, under
the Canadian Safeguards Support Program, and the University of Calgary on the potential
application of GIS in the management, analysis, and reporting of safeguards information. The paper
describes key technical issues in some detail, and reports the progress achieved to-date using
information obtained from Canadian nuclear facilities. A demonstration model for managing data of
different types such as numerical, text, images has been designed and constructed to show the
ability of a GIS software to link up with other databases such as Microsoft Access, and to
demonstrate the potential application and versatility of the component GIS.

As discussed in Tao, et al. [1], file-based approaches for document management are
inefficient and unable to manage and archive hundreds and hundreds documents. Moreover, they are
not well designed to handle the requirement of the new INFCIRC/540 protocol [2], such as the
management of information related to the import and export of equipment and technology, and
research and development activities related to the nuclear fuel cycle. An alternative approach is to
develop a database-based solution for nuclear information management and reporting. An example
of this kind of the system is the Protocol Reporter, developed by the IAEA. Using this approach, all
documents collected and created can be organized and managed by the relational database
management systems (DBMS), such as Oracle, Sybase and Access. The user does not need to know
the names of the files and the physical locations of the files if these files have been archived in the
database. This approach becomes useful when dealing with text or attribute data. However, in the
additional protocol, the majority of the required data is geographically related. These include maps,
photos, plans, drawings and even videos. There is a great limitation for the relational databases to
handle these spatial data.
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In order to address the additional protocol requirements, a new approach is developed, based
on the use of GIS technology that provides a spatially enabled solution to data management. The
prototype system has now been fully implemented. Datasets including 1:50,000 and 1:250,000
National Topographic Database (NTDB) of Canada, aerial photos and satellite images pertaining to
several important nuclear sites, detailed building plans and drawings, along with the related
documents and video clips, have been integrated and populated into the system.

The prototype system was developed using several software tools. The backbone database is
Microsoft Access which is used to stored all non-spatial information. Spatial viewer and query were
fully implemented using MapObjects 1.2 along the programming language Visual Basic 6.0.
MapObjects is a software component library that provides GIS functionality and can be
incorporated into applications. In addition, ArcView 3.1, a desktop GIS package, was used to
convert spatial data and rectify raster imagery.

The Graphic User Interface (GUI) designed for this model is based on the web browser
standard with which most "users are familiar. Through the GUI the user can edit and query the sites,
facilities and equipment status. Figure 1 shows the results of a query. Clicking on a facility at a
nuclear site brought up a sub-window which shows more detailed information, for example the
equipment located within the facility (Note 4), the diagram of the facility under query (Note 5), the
links to the available documents or additional information (Note 6), and the facility ID (Note 7).

A GIS-based nuclear safeguards information management system looks promising. It
provides spatially enabled data management. With spatial and visual representation, integrated
raster and vector management, spatial query, spatial analysis and data mining, GIS technology with
its user-friendly interface could become an efficient and effective tool for keeping track of
safeguards information.
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Notes: 1 - map window;
information;

5 - building under query;

Figure 1. An example of system interface

2 - toolbar; 3 - data control; 4 - building

6 - links to documents;
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A PROTOTYPE GEOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION SYSTEM (GIS) FOR
STRUCTURING AND ANALYSING SAFEGUARDS DATA

A. Poucet, S. Contini
European Commission Joint Research Centre

Institute for Systems Informatics and Safety (ISIS)
Ispra (VA), Italy

ISIS started the development of a prototype Safeguard Inspection Support Tool (SIST),
with the aim of investigating multi-source data management and analysis procedures to
be used as a support for verification of completeness/correctness of State declarations.
SIST is based on a Geographical Information System (GIS) platform with an underlying
database in which information provided in safeguards declarations can be organised and
corroborated with data derived from other sources. The database structure allows to
import information from facility attachments and other data provided in the context of the
traditional safeguards declarations, as well as information provided under the additional
protocol (as per INFCIRC/540).

The information imported from the declarations is organised into three models: a
topological, functional and operational model.
- The topological model contains information about the site and its surroundings, the

site topology, the site access and connection to utilities, the layout of buildings,
installations and major units;
The functional model describes the main process functions in the plant, flow
diagrams, Material Balance Areas and related Key Measurement Points, input and
output streams, as well as the major technical characteristics of plant systems and
units;
The operational model contains the life-cycle related information and records the
operational history (e.g. production number, load factors)

For the verification purposes, the declared information related with the topological model
may be compared with commercial satellite images and with other open source data (e.g.
maps, infrastructure data).
Plant characteristics and key process variables together with the construction of material
flow graphs represent the basis for the verification of the declared activities.
Having facility information available in a GIS environment may prove to be useful
during inspections even for such mundane task as to provide exact locations of
infrastructures.
The system may provide useful for a number of other activities in which safeguards
related information needs to be integrated. For example, by using open source data on
meteorological conditions and terrain characteristics, the best suitable places to perform
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environmental sampling may be identified, or conversely, the origin of deposited nuclides
may be backtracked.

The paper will describe the objectives of the project, the architecture of the SIST system,
the status of its development in ArcView 3.2 and the results achieved so far, concerning
in particular the topological model.
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TURNING PICTURES INTO KNOWLEDGE

J. Giles
International Aerospace

London, UK

A picture may be worth a thousand words, but the information it contains could be worth a
thousand lives. To be relevant this information must be accurate, current and, most
importantly, must be capable of rapid dissemination to field operators in a manner that is both
secure and timely. Today a wide range of Commercial Off The Shelf (COTS) tools are
available to make this process achievable in an effective, integrated and affordable manner.

COTS tools have matured considerably over the past few years. Thanks to the development
of COTS, primarily for the military sector, commercial tools are now available on portable,
windows-based, computers that, only recently, were restricted to Unix-based mainframes.
Not only has this opened up new solutions but also the relative ease of use of current software
has brought the technology within the grasp of everyone.

Integrated Solutions
The key to the successful flow of information is an integrated solution. COTS tools are now
designed with an open architecture to enable integration and the transfer of data is governed
by standard, international protocols. One of the barriers to image handling, the multitude of
data formats, is no longer an issue, with COTS software able to import, translate and export
in all standard formats.

Planning
There is now a range of commercial and government satellites available which offer solutions
to meet every requirement on a worldwide basis. Each satellite has it's own, unique, image
characteristics and re-visit times. With the advent of commercial, 1M imagery, there is a real
need to gain a high-level overview or what is available and when. Tools such as Satellite
Tool Eat (STK) are available to determine the coverage of a site or a region by one or many
satellites and to determine, for instance, what is the latest time an image of a site can be taken
in full daylight before a scheduled inspection.
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Image Downloading
There can often be a significant time delay between ordering a particular image from a
commercial provider and receiving the result. In addition, there are issues of security, both in
the request for a particular image and in the transmission of that image from the supplier to
the user. With the cost of down-link stations reducing perhaps the time has come to consider
a number of strategically, global located stations which serve the needs of both the
commercial and government / international sectors. By forming partnerships with
commercial operators and by using parallel, secure and non-secure links, the needs of sectors
such as pollution control, environmental analysis, disaster management and security could be
teamed with the requirements of international organisations such as the UN.

Image Management and Handling
Tools such as ArcView by ESRI are now available which handle all image formats and which
enable not only a full analysis of a picture but also the integration of graphical information.
These tools, coupled with the capabilities of Personal Computers to handle graphics quickly
and easily have brought a revolution to the integration of geographic information systems
(GIS) with satellite images.

Photo Interpretation
Again, the military influence on the development of COTS tools is evidenced by the range of
image analysis software available today. Software running on PCs is now capable of
handling all of the image analysis tools that used to be available only on very expensive
machines using highly specialised programs. These tools include capabilities such as change
recognition between images taken at different times, image sharpening, the ability to access
databases for supporting evidence and much more.

Intelligence Dissemination
The success of an integrated data handling system should be measured by the rapid and

" timely dissemination of the intelligence contained in the images to those who need it. Here
the issues are many and include available bandwidth, the limitations of written language to
convey information and the secure transmission of data over commercial networks. Again, it
is not the image itself but the information it contains which is the critical element. Simplicity
is often the most effective answer and there are graphical tools available that can record
information in user-defined panels linked to graphically located symbols. This information
can then be transmitted as short, flat files and presented to the user in a graphical manner,
thereby avoiding the use of subjective language. In addition, such files are very small and
can overlaid on a digital map or an older image using a portable or even hand-held computer.
These files can be encrypted easily and because the information is related to the layout of a
graphical panel security is enhanced as, even if intercepted, the data would be meaningless to
anyone who did not have access to the specific layout of the panel.

Summary
Integrated COTS solutions can make the task of obtaining images, analysing photographs and
disseminating the information quickly and securely one which is achievable now at low cost
and at low risk.
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DEVELOPMENTS OF INTEGRATED SAFEGUARDS INFORMATION SYSTEMS FOR
IMPLEMENTATION IN THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION

A. Rumyantsev
Russian Research Center "Kurchatov Institute"

Moscow, Russian Federation

The paper addresses present status and perspectives of developments and implementation of
integrated safeguards information systems in Russian Federation as it is evaluated by the Russian
Research Center "Kurchatov Institute' at present time.

Since the moment of disintegration of the USSR one of the most significant problem in the area
of information support for conducting the non-proliferation and international threat reduction
policy in Newly Independent States became a problem of development and implementation of
national-wide information systems assigned to provide such support. Previously developed
systems were oriented to support corresponding decision making process for highly centralized
state structures of the USSR. Under conditions developed since disintegration of the USSR a
need to develop a completely new generation of such systems became obvious. Russian
Federation as a legal possessor of nuclear inheritance of the USSR was and is capable to continue
operations of previously developed corresponding information systems. However, at least two of
them directly related to domestic and international safeguards - a state accounting system for
nuclear materials and export control system for nuclear and dual-use commodities and
technologies, - required to introduce conceptual changes. This paper is presenting an evaluation
of current activities in that field as it seen from the stand point of KI RRC which is an unique
Russian nuclear research center being directly subordinated to the Russian Government and not
supervised by any Russian Federal ministry or Committee.

Concerning the most common features of newly developed information systems, it has to be
noted that all of them are oriented on utilization of Client-Server network architecture. No main-
frame oriented approach is implemented in new designs. All of them are utilizing commercially
available basic software - operational systems, database management systems, networking
software and so on.
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KI RRC was among the first Russian nuclear research centers which recognized a need for
fundamental changes in both nuclear material accounting and export control systems.
Corresponding works at KI RRC were initiated in 1992. Since 1994 development of site-wide
Computerized Nuclear Material Accounting Systems (CMAS) was conducted by a number of
Russian nuclear research centers in cooperation with the US DOE National Laboratories among
which the Los Alamos National Laboratory plays a leading role.

As a result of intensive efforts in this area KI RRC has developed and put into operation since
July 1998 a site-wide CMAS which is until now the only Russian developed CMAS of an
enterprise level being security certified to deal with confidential nuclear material data. Other
CMAS being developed in Russia are not yet security certified. KI-RRC developed system
known as KI-MACS system is fully integrated with various measurement and bar code
equipment, is capable to deal with materials in both itemized and bulk form, and provided by full
scale capabilities to perform statistical evaluation of measured data. It has to be noted that KI-
MACS system integrates a number of problem-oriented subsystems such as a newly developed
subsystem for probabilistic evaluation of MPC&A efficiency for a given facility which is
utilizing a 'scarce-knowledge' based approach and subsystem for support of inspection
(verification) activity on facility level. Operational environment for KI-MACS system is provided
by commercially available OS MS Windows NT and DBMS MS SQL Server which are not
security certified in Russia.

Development of Federal Nuclear Material Accounting System known as "Federal Information
System" (FIS) is conducted by Minatom research institutes in cooperation with US DOE National
Laboratories. It is expected that during this year the FIS will be put into trial operation. KI RRC
is taking part in this stage of FIS development and is going to provide FIS by accounting reports
in agreed formats prepared by KI-MACS system.

A potential incorporated into KI-MACS design permits to implement this system as a facility and
branch level system for nuclear materials used by Russian atomic ice-breaker fleet managed by
the Murmansk Shipping Company (MSCo) and used by Russian Navy. In 1999 the KI-MACS
system was installed at MSCo and a number of Russian Navy sites. It is expected that KI-MACS
system will be put into routine operation during this year.

At the same time KI RRC conducted design works on development of export control systems.
These works were performed in cooperation with the US DOE National Laboratories. As a result
of these works a brand new export control computerized information system (ECIS) was
developed by KI RRC and was installed at a number of Russian Minatom enterprises for trial
operation. It has to be noted that as a main tool for development of this system the AD ABAS-
NATURAL DBMS was successfully implemented. Running under MS Windows NT, this DBMS
has some specific features providing comfortable conditions for both system designers and end-
users.

The following on sections of this report are presenting some basic features of both information
systems developed by KI RRC - CMAS and ECIS, - related to system functionality, applied
information technologies, knowledge management and information security.
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THE ILLICIT TRAFFICKING DATABASE

R. Kirkgoeze
International Atomic Energy Agency

Vienna, Austria

The IAEA established an illicit trafficking database in 1995 to support an information
exchange program under which participating States share information on cases of illicit
trafficking in nuclear materials and other radioactive sources. An illicit trafficking
incident arises from the unauthorized receipt, provision, use, transfer or disposal of
nuclear materials and other radioactive sources, whether intentional or unintentional and
with or without crossing international borders. Information in the database is reported by
States or collected by the IAEA from different sources.

As a result of experience gained working with the illicit nuclear trafficking information,
development of a flexible and comprehensive system was completed and implemented in
2000. The new system was designed to have an open architecture, which accommodates
structured information from States, in-house information, open source articles and other
information sources, such as pictures, maps and web links. The system is linked to a
Web-based query engine, which enables searching of structured and open source

. information. The graphical user interface of the system allows data entry, maintenance
and standard and ad-hoc reporting.

The Illicit Trafficking Database serves three main purposes. Firstly, to maintain reliable
details of trafficking incidents with a view to identifying common threads and trends, if
any, which could be of use to Member States for combating illicit trafficking. From the
database, the Agency will generate periodic summary listings, trends, grouping and
scaling of incidents that have been verified as actual illicit trafficking events for
distribution to Member States. Secondly, to provide States with authoritative information
to assist States in determining what actions may need to be taken with respect to
particular events or to help formulate internal policy toward illicit trafficking of such
materials and lastly to provide a reliable source of basic information to the media
concerning trafficking incidents by providing authoritative, and timely information about
such an event. To this end the Agency may distribute the "open information" to parties
outside the Agency without any restrictions in its use.
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DEVELOPMENT OF A FUZZY-NEURAL-BASED INTELLIGENT SOFTWARE
FOR SAFEGUARDS APPLICATIONS

R. Carchon
D. Ruan

SCK.CEN Department of Safeguards and Physical Measurements
Mol, Belgium

In the framework of the strengthened safeguards regime (INFCIRC/540) the International
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) implements a series of additional measures, compared to
the traditional regime (INFCIRC/153).

The new measures are highly qualitative, and have to be implemented in competition with
the traditional measures, within a stabilised financial framework. So the IAEA needs a
resources and system optimisation technique which has a sound, mathematical basis that
handles problems where precise information is lacking in order to provide a solution to
problems which are too complex or ill-defined to be susceptible to analysis by
conventional techniques. Such a technique can provide a grading on the estimated
safeguards effectiveness, installation, maintenance and operation cost, ease of use,
vulnerability, degree of intrusiveness on operator, etc. that may permit the competent
authority to optimize efforts in achieving effective safeguards with minimum resources.

Existing probabilistic methods for the assessment of safeguards effectiveness have been
used to investigate how the safeguards system at a facility could fail to recognise a
particular diversion path. The methods provide a comprehensive list of rational paths
without any consideration being given to the probability of detection failure which might
arise in the event of malfunctioning of installed devices. The methods thus provide only
half of the answer. Nevertheless, the role of each system, its technical capabilities and
characteristics, may not be known precisely or may not be possible to obtain through
statistical or other means. The other half can, therefore, be provided only by assigning
some values to the available choice. This is not possible by using the traditional approach
due to lack of precise information, or lack of experience at estimating the uncertainties
involved.

Recent developments on intelligent systems, including fuzzy logic and neural networks,
suggest that novel techniques like fuzzy-neural and neural-fuzzy software be powerful
tools to overcome or at least to reduce considerably the above-mentioned difficulties in
safeguards, which can be viewed as complementary to traditional methods. Interpreting
data from nuclear safeguards and computer security systems is a tedious and time-
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consuming task. It typically requires the examination of large amounts of data for unusual
patterns of activity. Neural networks provide a flexible pattern-recognition capability that
can be adapted for these purposes. Moreover, fuzzy logic provides a systematic way to
interpret linguistic variables rather than numerical variables as well as a rule-based expert
system in a natural decision-making procedure in safeguards. The best approach will be an
integration of fuzzy logic and neural networks in resource and system optimization for
safeguards.

At present, no such approach is available in the recognized international safeguards
community. It is, therefore, necessary to develop an appropriate technique to handle
sophisticated calculations to realize safeguards system and resources optimization.
This technique will be presented, and the different steps are:
1. the construction of a hierarchy structure;
2. the establishment of a lattice-valued judgement matrix;
3. the multiplication of the fuzzy judgement matrix with the lattice-valued weight factor

vector;
4. the ranking of the lattice-valued vector.
These steps are mainly oriented to treat some conflict information whereas traditional methods could not
provide satisfactory solutions.

The suggested proposal has been accepted at SCK'CEN for a new post-doc research topic
in 2000-2002.
In the future work, the following tasks will be conducted:
(1) literature review to clarify all existing methods and approaches in applications of

safeguard and define a concrete safeguards problem such as fuzzy decision-making
systems by using only linguistic variables; in the meantime, tools on neural-fuzzy or
fuzzy-neural will be collected and studied.

.(2) based on the decision-making software as suggested in (1), both fuzzy logic and
neural networks will be implemented in the extended software for some specific
safeguards problems. In particular, interpreting data from nuclear safeguards and
computing security systems, information retrieval systems, and problem-dependent
decision-making programme will be fully programmed.

(3) validation for the developed system will be carried out within some international cooperations (to be
established in due time, possible partners are IAEA. EURATOVH related to safeguards.

(4) further development and validation of the software by fine-tuning the obtained
results, and necessary technique transfer in two aspects: (a) to other institutes for the
same domain of application in safeguards; and (b) to other applications at SCK*CEN
(e.g. decision support systems for nuclear risk analysis etc.).
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FUZZY DATA AND INFORMATION SYSTEMS

Reinhard Viertl
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Vienna, Austria

Real data on safeguard systems related quantities arc usually not precise
numbers but more or less non-precise. This is especially true for the amount
of certain materials. For good information systems it is necessary to con-
ceptualize them in a way that it is possible to represent such non-precise
data.

The most up to date description of non-precise one-dimensional data are
so-called fuzzy numbers. Such fuzzy numbers are characterized by so-called
characterizing functions. - •

Some fundamental concepts for fuzzy databases exist and integrated infor-
mation systems should be constructed in a way to make it possible to include
non-precise data in form of fuzzy numbers and fuzzy vectors.

References:

F. E. Pctry: Fuzzy Databases - Principles and Applications, Kluwer, Boston,
1996
R. Vierr.l: Statistical Method.? for Non-Precise Data, CRC Press, Boca Raton,
Florida. 1996
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INTEGRATION OF ACCOUNTING REPORTS AND PROTOCOL DECLARATIONS

M. Nicholas
International Atomic Energy Agency

Vienna, Austria

Fundamental to the system of strengthened safeguards is information collection and analysis. The
Agency utilises an enormous volume and wide diversity of information which, in addition to a
systematic approach, requires advanced software tools and analytical capabilities. The basic
methodology for detecting the clandestine diversion of nuclear material and undeclared activities and
materials is to use State Declared Information as a reference for comparison with all other
information available to the Agency.

- This approach requires checking declared information for completeness and correctness. As a first
step, State Declared information, especially Protocol declarations and Nuclear Material Accountancy
data are studied at the macro-level to determine the general thrust of nuclear activities including
research. For comparison, other information, mainly open sources, is used to build up a general
picture of nuclear activities, including the identification of relevant organisations involved in
research. Any major differences between the two pictures becomes the focus of closer attention.

The available information is then used to directly confirm declarations. Declarations that cannot be
directly confirmed may be subject to a request for clarification.

The other aspect that needs to be considered is the possibility that an activity has not been declared.
This is a complicated process and requires the careful analysis of all potential proliferation pathways.

Developing a systematic approach for such analysis is possible at the macro-level. But when dealing
with such a diverse multitude of information sources, much reliance is placed on the human element
to identify useful clues and patterns.

However, the analyst must be assisted with appropriate tools. The main requirement is that key
information is readily accessible ranging from reference material, raw data, and analysis. In this
regard, a demonstration model is being developed to conceptualize such a software tool. In this
concept, the analyst will have immediate access to all relevant State declared information,
information collected from inspections and complementary access, in-house information such as
Technical Cooperation projects and research contracts, open-source databases, and, importantly,
analytical results of earlier work. In addition, advanced analytical software tools would be available
under the system.
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In this presentation we shall introduce the problematic of image retrieval from two
classical points of view related to the definition of images content: signal processing and semantic
processing.

We shall then compare advantages and limitations of these approaches. Main solutions or
systems from the state of the art in the domain of image retrieval will be presented.

Finally, we shall concentrate on the relationship between text and image retrieval and
show how useful complementaries may be found for improving the performances of image
retrieval in using related textual information. In particular, we will address the specific context of
information retrieval in hypermedia environments.
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The Center for Nonproliferation Studies (CNS) at the Monterey Institute of
International Studies has developed a comprehensive and integrated system for collecting
and analyzing unclassified nonproliferation information. This system incorporates
elements of centralized and decentralized searching, as well as manual and automated
search systems. It is also unique in its multilingual searching for noriproliferation
information.

This presentation focuses on the systems and techniques developed at CNS for
information collection and compares them to similar techniques in use at IAEA
Safeguards Information Treatment (SGIT). Particular emphasis will be placed on
experience with electronic information gathering, including: news portals (e.g. Northern
Light, Excite), electronic database services (e.g. Lexis-Nexis, FBIS), spider software
(Verity), and agent server software and Topics (Verity). Since the tasks engaged in fay
CNS are very similar to those conducted by SGIT comparisons of experience will be
made throughout the presentation. Specific characteristics of the CNS system will also
be emphasized.

New technologies for creating structured files for use in databases or as state
profiles will also be examined. This technology for routing information and building files
may also be applicable to the development of an electronic state file structure for IAEA.
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AN OVERVIEW OF THE INTEGRATED NUCLEAR INFORMATION PROGRAM
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The purpose of the Integrated Nuclear information Program (INIP) is
to accurate and timely information about nuclear materials and
facilities worldwide. INiP integrates data from a variety of
sources for the purpose of tracking and analyzing nuclear material
stocks and flows and understanding the global nuclear infrastructure.
The concept is to collect, distill, integrate and organize nuclear
information from a large number of sources into a concise, usable
format that can be quickly grasped by the user. Utilization of this
system does not require either a great deal of training or a priori
knowledge of the nuclear infrastructure. This paper will include a
discussion of the system architecture, data elements, network
features, and future capabilities.

INIP includes information pertaining to nuclear materials inventories
with particular emphasis on spent nuclear fuel, separated plutonium,
and highly enriched uranium. Plant design and operating
specifications, production capacity and history, site and process
diagrams are included for various nuclear fuel cycle facilities.

The INIP information system consists of an ORACLE database which
drives a web browser user interface for enabling access to a broad
spectrum of nuclear inventory and plant design information as well as
analytical tools. INIP can provide rapid access to vast amounts of
nuclear information, improve efficiency and timeliness in maintaining
up to date analysis and reporting of nuclear activities, as well as
facilitate integration and/or comparison of data from different
sources.

The INIP architecture incorporates a flexible standards-based
architecture that enables module re-use as new (sub-) elements are
added or existing ones are modified. Data encryption and
sender/receiver authentication using public key infrastructure (PK1)
constructs has been implemented. The Java-based data entry engine
accommodates a graphical user interface (GUI) and could provide a
mechanism for automated data submission and for users in the field.
A similar engine could also be employed for some report generation,
report retrieval, and on-line analyses. The infrastructure is on
TCP/IP, which is the underlying communication protocol forthe
Internet.

This tool and its data are organized into layers. The Top Layer
presents a map of the world including the names of countries with
developed nuclear infrastructures. The Country Layer consists of
several pages. The main page in this layer presents a map of the
selected country, showing locations, names, and types of facilities
in that country. It also presents a diagram of the nuclear fuel
cycle, showing the names of the facilities that are part of that
countries nuclear fuel cycle infrastructure. The Facility Layer
presents specific information about individual nuclear facilities.
It includes diagrams, photos, design specifications, and other
general information about the facility.
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1 Introduction
Organizations mi
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acourate and mo
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t ie search is cun
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complement to
nuclear critlcality bafety,

seened
isearsh

&t deal with an Increasing documentation. The more Important the documentation Is,
It le to extract a relevant information from It. People n&mS more Information, more
e quickly, The growth of new technologies offering an access to a huge quantity of

to *olve thfe dilemma. But finding a relevant information is Ifke a challenge
results frequently mix few relevant information In a lol of noise, The reaBon is that

sntly guided by terms, sometimes by meaning but never by the knowledge. The aim
Improve a new way to access relevant information for an organization by browsing

which restitute the experts point of view on a specific domain. This approach is a
classical full-text research technics. A case study is currently in progress in the field of

2 Context
The scientific arid technical Information division (DIST) of the French atomic energy commission
(CEA) is in chaige of helping the CEA departments to safeguard their knowledge and increase
information patrimonies. To do that, DIST is working out a method, called MKSM, to capitalize
expertise in out:oming projects or/and know-how of retiring engineers [1J. Based on graphic
formalisms, the application of this method leadB to elaborate so-catted "knowledge books", which are
paper or electronic documents gathering all the diagrams end explanations related to the considered
domain.

Thanks to ola&slcial internet navigators, the user can navigate in this "electronic knowledge book" and
access more easily to relevant information [2]. A pilot project in cooperation with a CEA unit, that has
both a great amcunl of knowledge and a various and voluminous information system to manage, has
been launched to apply the DtST expertise In information engineering.

This unit Is
critlcalrty safety f
technical support for

the cr|tlcality studies department (SEC) of tPSN. it has been working over many aspects of
>r the past forty years. Its main missions concern research as well as engineering or

the French critlcalfty safety authority.

3 Approacr
To capitalize the
method to obtain a

SEC's expertise upon the different aspects of crttlcalHy safety, we used the MKSM
structured overview of th« SEC activity. We have interviewed different employees,

recognized as exberts In their respective fields. Almost 100 hours of interviews: ware leaded.

From thes«
activities have
formalisms,
model to describe

inferj/tews, knowledge diagrams reproducing the different points of view of the experts'
wen drawn. For this, ihe MKSM method describes several graphically-based

Amoig them, we have used 1h6 domain model to reflect physical phenomena, the activity
i who does what, the concept model to present the commonly used terms in a tree-

structured way di irived from semantic networks, the tasks model to show how experts are planning the
actions they porfi >rm.

Then, the diagrammatic models produced are submitted to experts for validation during the next
interview sessiois. They are modified to restitute more accurately the expert point of view.
Documents end rftfomncfts pointed out by experts are Joined and linked to echemas in order to
complete the <te icrlption of the domain. Due to the graphical syntax of schemasr based on a s<»mt
formal grammar, each schema Is processed to extract its components and to order its components by
type. Then, scht mas are Indexed, some maps to access schemas are produced (tebie of content,
decomposition tr »e, index, etc.).

Schemas
converted using
Document Object
files are organize d
structure of folds

processing results in XML files. Waiting for reliable 'XML inside" browsers, this files are
<SL-T in DHTML files, and displayed on a browser combining JavaScript functions,
Model. Cascading Style Sheets. Schemas ere exported In JPEG format. The whole
in folders. Each folder groups maps, diagrams, and nested other folders. This tree-

's are restituted In en Intranet web tlto to navigate through knowledge models and to
access the documents from these models.
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4 Results
In the IPSN/SE
coupled to the
pages) arnJ to d
navigator, it It
of a basic nucl

knowledge manageniwit project, about forty diagrams have been produced end
J8clronlcatty digitized paper document collection of the IPSN/SEC (about 50,ooo

jments from the nuclear community through the EiwglRap database. Then, using »
>$ible to access specific documents about, for Instance, general rules for exploitation

installation, from a diagram explaining the way to use it. From the same diagram,
the way rules are produced is also reachable through a simple dick.

Here is a snapshot of the Electronic knowledge book produced.

spjlltedThe soreen is
navigation optloni
Information. In thi
decomposition
labeled "Activity I
propose different
wnd a request t
activity. Once the
another folder or 1 he

In three parts : the upper left comer is devoted to the map choice and the
, the lower left comer presents the selected navigation map and the right side shows
»case, the information displayed is a diagram from the activity model, the map Is the

synchronized on the diagram. The user has clicked on the diagram's node
nked to the life cycte of basic nuclear installation". Then, a popup menu appears to
choices : detail this activity, Jump to object or concept models related to this activity,
> the organization document collection, a specific database or the web about this
user has made up his mind, the navigator i$ refreshed with the requested content:

search results.

5 Conclusion
Knowledge modeling to restitute the way of working of an expert for a specified subject, it

to present in an organized and structured way information related to this subject,
proj/lde a more reliable orHine access to relevant document and Information. This

applied to other CEA departments.

By using
becomes posslbfc:
and thus, to
approach Is
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UNIFORM REPRESENTATION OF INFORMATION IN INTEGRATED INFORMATION
SYSTEMS

A. Belenki
Lomonosov' Moscow State University (MSU)

Moscow, Russian Federation

According to Safeguards strengthening measures which include
both Measures under Comprehensive Safeguards Agreements and
Measures under Model Additional Protocol, the Agency receives much
more information than some years before[l]. It leaves no way out but
to develop an integrated information system (IIS) because information
evaluation and review are important parts of Safeguards assessments.
An integrated information system can include the following
components: information search, primary information messages
selection, information evaluation itself, data storage, evaluation of
State's nuclear programme (SNP) and elaboration of management
decisions. Hereby, IIS is a human-computer system where all
components listed above are implemented.

In this paper one question concerning information presentation
in IIS is being lightened.

Within the framework of SNP human factor plays an important
role. SNP have a number of special properties such as uniqueness,
multi dimensions, subjectivity of its state evaluation, time variation,
incompleteness of its description and the mentioned above human
factor.

For realistic simulation of SNP development it is necessary to
reduce usage of quantitative methods and apply methods which are
closer to perception of the outward things by a human. This task
requires to convert all available information, both qualitative and
quantitative, into a special format. The format requires special methods
which are being developed on the basis of semantic, visual and Zadeh's
linguistic variables which define corresponding scales [2].

A semantic scale is defined on a basic metric scale taking into
account a particular semantic cut of SNP. In other words semantic
scale maps a semantic cut of the problem which is important from the
point of view of IIS goal. By using semantic scales it is possible, for
example, to estimate the speed of development of processes existing
within the framework of SNP.

The visual variable, defined on the semantic scale, allows to
develop graphical user interface which can be adjusted for a specific
expert. The interface allows to input evaluations of an element of SNP
on the basis of qualitative and quantitative information considering
individual characteristics of expert's perception.
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Information of different type (numerical, text, images etc.) is
available to the Safeguards and an important task is to structure it the
way which will help the Agency experts perform their assessments the
best possible way. Safeguards IIS is oriented on a specific subject area
- State's nuclear programme. It means that Safeguards IIS should be in
correspondence with recently developed "a physical model" of the
nuclear fuel cycle. The physical model contains refined knowledge
about a potential State's nuclear programme. Because quantitative and
qualitative information has to be processed in IIS it becomes very
important to elaborate an approach of their united processing.

Linguistic descriptions can be used both in IIS input and in its
output. Therefore in many cases it is difficult for the expert to express
verbally a precise evaluation of the element state. For uniform

representation of information the visual variable defined on the semantic scale
jointly with Zadeh's linguistic variable and numerical basic variable is being used
(Fig.l). The evaluations of SNP elements which are made by an expert according
to available pieces of information contents are being evaluated in the system.
Any piece of information which relates to SNP can affect the current evaluation
of the particular element or confirm it. The state of an element is being described
by the expert with usage of program interface designed on the basis of the visual
variable. The value of the visual variable is being changed by the expert
depending on the content of the information received.
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FIG. 1. Information presentation in IIS.

The visual variable defined on a semantic scale allows to solve the
following engineering tasks: input of the expert's evaluations in the system and
interpretations of its output results more effectively than a linguistic one. The
visual variable will provide methodology to evaluate such information
effectively because the expert can express his evaluation more freely. Moreover
the complexity of algorithms which should be implemented in software
decreases essentially.
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The following example is quite informative. Let qualitative and
quantitative information concerning raw material for process P from the physical
model be available for an expert. Process P execution requires from 10 to 100
kilograms of the material X.

The information content can be the following:
• state A has 75 kilograms of material X;
• state A has "enough" the material X for the process P execution;
• state A has gained additional 10 kilograms of the material x .

It is rather difficult to reflect the impact of listed above messages on SNP
elements using linguistic or quantitative evaluations and further to compare them
in IIS.

Thus, in general case, the uniform presentation of information in IIS for
every element of SNP is a triplet

<V,L,B>
where,
v - visual variable (represents qualitative and quantitative information);
/ - Zadeh's linguistic variable (represents qualitative information);

b - basic variable (represents quantitative information).
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IAEA AND SAFEGUARDS NETWORK SECURITY, TODAY AND TOMORROW
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This paper provides an overview of some of the techniques and products used to protect
information within the IAEA and the Safeguards networks. The presentation will cover the
security mechanisms currently in place and also give an outline of those that are in planning. The
focus will be an overview at the management level, without technical details.

Before security measures may be correctly implemented, an organisation must establish its
security goals, from which is derived the Security Policy. This policy is then translated into
specific measurable technical goals and objectives, suitable for audit. Risk analysis should be used
to examine the security implications of loss or alteration of data belonging to the enterprise. For
example, most data of the IAEA is not highly confidential, however there are risks if public
information is altered to contain incorrect statements that have the potential to embarrass the
organisation or Member States. The presentation covers the legal basis for the IAEA requirements
to protect its information and the efforts that have been made on the legal and management levels.
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Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

The Secretariat of ABACC started its operations in July 1992 [1] and immediately
began the development and implementation of its automated accounting system for Personal
Computers, that was practically completed in the second semester of 1996 [2]. During this
period, ABACC received accounting reports and sent them to the IAEA in hard copy.

In the beginning of 1997, ABACC started to receive from the National Authorities of
Argentina and Brazil and to send to the IAEA, accounting reports in electronic media, via
diskette. This procedure allowed to accelerate and automate the processing of the accounting
information, reducing-the delay between the receipt of reports by ABACC and the shipment to
the IAEA from about eight working days in 1994 to two in 1997 [2]. Nevertheless, the
following points must be considered:

a) the diskettes were sent to ABACC (IAEA) by diplomatic mail (special courier)
introducing a delay between six and twelve days since the reports left the National
Authority and arrived at the IAEA,

b) the security of the information transmitted is based essentially in the confidence of
the transportation mean utilized. Additionally, with this procedure the diskettes are
manipulated by a number of persons greater than it would be advisable.

With the objective of solving these inconveniences, ABACC decided to progressively
replace the conventional means of correspondence remittance by using the e-mail in order to
reduce practically to zero the time spent in transporting the information and, also, improving
its security level. Although these objectives were originally thought only for accounting
information, they were rapidly extended for most of the correspondence exchanged between
ABACC and the National Authorities, with the additional advantage that documents in
electronic media are easier to store and retrieve.

ABACC selected the software Pretty Good Privacy (PGP) for authentication and
encryption of electronic mail. The PGP is one of the most popular software for secure e-mail
that use the concept of Public Key Cryptography [3]. It is easy to use and the key size is not
limited by the United States' export regulations, that allow the use of 128-bit encryption
technology, which is practically impossible to decipher.

The methodology proposed and implemented by ABACC consists of:

a) each organization defines an e-mail account to be used exclusively to exchange
official correspondence,!

b) the message must be encrypted for the receiver's account and electronically signed
for the shipper's account;

c) the subject must contain the identification of the document that must be attached to
the e-mail,
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d) the document may consist of Text, MS Word, MS Excel or PDF Format files,

e) those who are responsible for the management of these accounts are in charge of
encrypting/decrypting the messages, verifying their signature and distributing them
to their final addressee.

A special case occurs when the sender considers convenient that the documents to be
sent can only be opened by the final addressee. In this case, the message shall be encrypted to
the Public Key of the final receiver and signed electronically before sending it to the shipper's
official account. The official account encrypts and signs the message again and sends it to the
receiver's official account.

This procedure leads to a double encryption of the message. The receiver's official
account decrypts the message and sends it to the final receiver, that can make the final
decryption with his/her Private Key. This is the procedure used for the accounting reports.

The methodology started to be tested in June 1999 and was fully implemented in
September of the same year. Since then, more than 90 % of the correspondence between
ABACC and the National Authorities is exchanged through this procedure.

To complete the process ABACC proposed to the IAEA the possibility of sending the
accounting reports by encrypted e-mail. The Agency agreed and the procedure was
established also using the PGP. In November 1999, the tests started and in January 2000, the
methodology was finally adopted as the only way to send the safeguards accounting
information to the IAEA.

It is important to point out, that:

a) since November 1999, the IAEA is receiving accounting reports on the same
day, or in the worst case, one day after the National Authority sends them to
ABACC,

b) the safeguards accounting information is encrypted using a very powerful tool
and manipulated by very few people in the organizations involved, increasing
considerably the_ security of this information.

Finally, the success of the procedures adopted between ABACC and the National
Authorities, is the reason why ABACC is requesting the IAEA to negotiate an agreement to
define similar procedures between the two agencies to use the secure e-mail as the main way
of exchanging routine correspondence.
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The Internet Age is upon us, and it has created the possibility for nearly instant communication and;
to computer resources and people worldwide. Worldwide communication is a significant issue for the
Department of Safeguards, which s?n<fc inspectors on assignment three to four months per year and
maintains regional offices around the world. While recent study reports have indicated that the internal
IAEA network infrastructure is very good, the communications links to the field are weak. Accordingly,
there is a tremendous opportunity for the Department of Safeguards to use the Internet to improve their
communication to the field.

While me Internet is pervasive and cost effective, it is not secure, and the secure transfer of sensitive
information is essential to the Department of Safeguards. A solution to this issue is 10 establish a Virtual
Private Network (VPN). A VPN is a network that can be run over public networks (e.g. Internet) while still
providing privacy and/or authentication to each user of the network. VPNs work by creating what is called
a "tunnel" Through the Internet or other public network. This tunnel creates an information flow that
utilizes a public network, but the information U not accessible to anyone outside the private network. This
permits the integration of remote users into the internal network over a virtual private network. This is
more cost effective and versatile than physical connections such as leased lines and can provide access on a
global scale.

VPNs come in three distinct application types: Remote access, site-to-site and Exbanets. Each application
has unique features, benefits and requirements. This discussion will focus on details of remote access
VPNs and how the Agency can use this emerging technology to improve communications to Safeguards
inspectors on duty travel.

Currently the Department of Safeguards uses CompuServe accounts to enable inspectors to maintain
communication while in the field. While this access supports e-mail and Internet access, the e-mail is not
integrated with inspector accounts at the Agency and no access is provided to central SG LAN resources.
By using VPN with CompuServe (or other service providers), inspectors can gain access to their Agency
maiJ accounts and all other network resources. Furthermore, this can be done securely with strong
encryption and authentication.

'Tunneling" is a method of using a transit network to transfer data between nodes that reside on another
network (Figure 1). Tunnels work by encapsulating entire packets from the private network in a new packet
before they traverse the transit (public) network. The entire contents of the original packet are encrypted
before being inserted into the new packet with an additional header. As a result, the content of the original
packet is kept private as it navels the network. The additional header provides routing information so that
the encapsulated packet can traverse the intermediate network. The new packets arc then directed to a VPN
gateway at the edge of the network. The VPN gateway will disassemble the new packet and decrypt the
original packet before sending it on to the correct destination (e.g. mail server).

Three VPN standards that have gained wide support in industry are Internet Protocol Security (IPSec),
Point-to-Point Tunneling Protocol (PPTP). and Layer 2 Tunneling Protocol (L2TP). PPTP and L2TP arc
Layer 2 tunneling protocols that have the inherent advantage of mult-protocol support (e.g. IP, IPX,
NetBEUI). PPTP is widely deployed through use in Microsoft Windows 95 and NT 4.0 servers, and L2TP
is supported natively in Microsoft Windows 2000. IPSec is the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF)
standard for VPN and is widely viewed by the marketplace as the next generation tunnel protocol for wide
spread deployment IPSec is strictly designed to run over IP networks on which the Internet is based. IPSec
uses an Authentication Header (AH) to provide source authentication and integrity without encryption, and
the Encapsulated Security Payload (ESP) to provide authentication and integrity along with encryption.
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Encryption technology is obviously critical to a VPN as data earned on the public network must be
rendered unreadable to unauthorized clients on the network. VPNs typically use a combination of secret-
key algorithms (same key for encryption and decryption) and public-key algorithms (a pair of keys where
one is kept private and the other is a public key). Public-key technology has the advantage that it can be
used to provide confidentiality, integrity and identification for VPNs. The advantage of secret-key
algorithms is that they are computationally fast and much more efficient for encrypting large amounts of
data. As a result, public-key technology is often used for authentication, integrity, and secret-key exchange
where the secret-key is used for bulk data encryption. DES (56-bit) and Triple-DES (128-bit) are examples
of common secret-key algorithms. Diffie-Hcllman and RSA are popular public-key algorithms.

Key management becomes an important aspect of implementing any VPN, particularly VPNs involving
large numbers of users. The Internet Key Exchange (EKE) protocol (previously known as
IS AKMP/Oakley) is a current standard gaining in popularity. IKE is a key component of IPSec that is
critical to VPN manageability and interoperability.

Strong user authentication is a critical component of implementing a secure remote access solution.
Typical strong authentication mechanisms used today are token authentication cards such as SecurlD.
These cards provide two-factor authentication and one-time passcodes. Newer authentication approaches
use Digital Certificates as part of a public-key infrastructure (PKI) system. In a public-key system the user
has access to a private-key and a corresponding public-key is made publicly available. The public-key is
published in the form of a Digital Certificate, which is a signed document from a trusted authority (i.e.
Certificate Authority). Data encrypted with a user's public-key can only be decrypted by the user's public-
key providing a mechanism for user authentication. Digital Certificates are especially strong when Smart
Cards are used to store the user's private-key, thereby providing two-factor authentication. Finally, there
are several biometric devices that are now available to check fingerprints or voiceprints to authenticate user
identity. In some cases, these are used with public-key systems as an enabler for access to the private-key.

The security issues that exist in using the Internet as a communications medium exist to some extent on any
WAN. However, the Internet does change the relative likelihood of some of these risks. In addition, the
use of the Internet to cany private corporate data typically creates a heightened level of concern among
non-technical management. Safeguards management has always had a high awareness of security issues
involving transmission of data. For years any communications to the field offices using frame relay have
been encrypted and more recently sensitive e-mail communications have been encrypted with PGP.
Naturally, being security conscious. Safeguards has been very concerned about connections to and
communications over the Internet, but properly implemented, VPN technology can securely provide
communications to the field in a very cost effective manner.
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SECURE DATA TRANSMISSION USING THE INTERNET

N. L. Suski
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

Livermore, USA

An overview of several LLNL projects that have successfully used the Internet for secure
transmission of sensitive information will be provided. The specialized research and
development work performed by LLNL has led to the development of new security tools
as well as utilization of commercial off the shelf products (COTS) for protecting
information both at the measurement point and in transmission. These systems were
implemented in a secure, automated information environment using distributed,
heterogeneous computer systems. The systems described include the Logistics
Information Network (LINK) which provided access to US databases from Overseas; an
LLNL and Bank of America collaborative project for implementing secure financial
payments over the internet; and TEXNET, a secure infrastructure for information sharing
over the Internet. In addition, several software and hardware technologies currently
under development for improved information access control and remote monitoring will
be discussed. For example, the Need to Know (NTK) architecture under development at
LLNL preserves the need to know when electronically accessing or exchanging
information. The Network Intrusion Detector (NID) is a suite of tools that detects and
analyzes unauthorized computer access.
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ACTIVE SECURITY SOLUTIONS

M. Heinzmann
Network Associates International

Unterschleissheim, Germany

The presentation will give a short overview about Firewalls, intrusion detection and risk
assessment software. We then focus on the integration of all these point products into
one security solution which enables these components to comunicate with each other.
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